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Cooper Rand is the high-energy drummer for his band Ivory Tower. Everyone is drawn to
Cooper; which makes him the go-to party guy for those lucky enough to call him friend. He loves
the lifestyle that comes along with being a rock star and feels perfectly suited for the role. He is
also a professional when it comes to the hook-up, unwilling to stick around long enough to allow
emotions to enter into what he's doing. He's lived his entire life 'in the moment' and it isn't until he
meets Jayson that he begins to question the direction of his life and if he's been missing out on
something truly special all this time.Jayson Keller has spent most of his life living on the island of
Martha's Vineyard working as a builder. Living on a small island also has Jayson working
overtime to keep his sexual orientation secret. He has mastered the art of hiding in the closet,
but he doesn't want it to be a forever thing. Jayson always said if the right man came along he'd
happily leave the safety of his closet and live openly as a gay man. The problem is, living where
he does limits his partner options and finding someone worth coming out of that closet for
seems an unlikely prospect.A party at Alex Metcalf's island estate brings Cooper and Jayson
face-to-face. Lightning strikes hot and fast and suddenly their lives take a whole new path. Has
Jayson finally met a man worth leaving his self-imposed closet? Have a couple of hours spent
alone with Jayson opened Cooper to the idea there is a deeper meaning to life beyond the stage
and the value of a committed relationship? But, a bigoted family and the rock star lifestyle could
ruin everything and keep both men searching for what was standing right in front of them: a soul
mate.

Laney Turner can't say no to women. When her therapist, Roxanne, asks her out, she reluctantly
agrees, and when Roxanne deserts her for another woman, Laney lets her strange new
housemates send her on a series of disastrous blind dates--one of which ends abruptly when
her date is led away in handcuffs by the police. But no one will introduce her to the woman she
really wants to meet: the redheaded, dangerous-looking femme fatale who sings for the band
Girl Group. Everyone, it seems, has a hidden past with lovely Ena. Will Laney get her girl? And if
she does, will the mystery woman prove to be another disappointment? Julia Willis's comedy
gets off to a slow start but picks up speed midway, when Laney and her flame-haired paramour
begin to strike sparks off each other. Reel Time is a well-written first novel, with an unusually rich
background of friends and events. --Regina MarlerFrom Library JournalLaney (short for Lana
Turner Tuttle) finds herself looking for somewhere to live after her lover, who is also her therapist,
kicks her out in favor of another patient. Laney is in a dead-end job as projectionist at a
struggling classic movie theater in Cambridge, MA. With her large dog, she finds a room in a
communal house of lesbians and begins looking for love again, hoping to find someone special,
someone who will not be just another one of her serial monogamous relationships. Playwright



and comic Willis's smart and engaging first novel describes the chaotic lives of Laney's friends
and housemates and the comic, hapless souls who frequent the theater. Laney's blind dates
never work out, and as she gets to know some of her housemates she is captivated by Ena, the
alluring redheaded lead singer of the resident rock band, the Girl Group, which rehearses in the
basement. Their inevitable encounter forms the center of the story, and Willis's descriptions of
lust and passionate sex capture the heat of love at first sight. Highly recommended for all
collections.?Daniel Starr, Museum of Modern Art Lib., New YorkCopyright 1998 Reed Business
Information, Inc.
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beloved brother.Always in our hearts and never forgotten.Alfred R. MacConnell1929 ~
2013PrologueZander Metcalf's Party, Martha's Vineyard Estate…Cooper Rand was a happy-go-
lucky guy, even though he'd been through a mountain of shit in his twenty-eight years. He had a
thick head of wavy blond hair, crystal blue eyes, with the skin tone and lean muscled physique of
a professional surfer. True, he'd spent a fair amount of time in his late teens and early twenties
surfing some of the best beaches California's West Coast had to offer, but for the most part, he'd
given it up at the age of twenty-two when he signed-on to be the drummer for the notorious rock
band, Ivory Tower.He toured the world now, banging the skins on one of the largest drum kits in
the business. For the last six years while touring, it had been a new stage or a new country
every few days. There wasn't a major city around the world he hadn't set foot in, even if the only
part he'd managed to see was the tarmac of their airport runway from the inside of a plane.For
better or worse, he was a drummer, always had been, even tapping rhythms in the womb; or so
his mother always said. He learned to play a variety of instruments when he was growing up:
guitar, piano, even saxophone, but it was the drums that got his heart pumping. It was the one
instrument he could use his entire body to play.In his youth, the constant twitching and tapping
was called nervous energy by this teachers and family. He knew better than that. All his senses;
whether it be sight, taste, touch, or especially sound, translated into intricate beats of rhythm to
him, each resonating through waves of synchronized musical notes. It was the language he
understood best and the one thing in his life that ever made any sense.He had gone the garage
band route in junior high; performing at house parties and school dances, but by the time he
entered high school he was already lying about his age and playing the local club circuit. By
twenty, he was classified as a professional; playing drums for a succession of regionally well-
known bands. Cooper hit the big time when Ivory Tower fired their first drummer and he took a
chance by auditioning for them. He went into that test session with the goofy confidence he was
known for, and nailed it. He'd only played one Ivory Tower classic song for them when Zander
told him to stop, then asked if Cooper had a passport. Six months later, he was performing in
London.Being the youngest – and newest member of Ivory Tower, Cooper took a lot of heat.
They teased him about his slightly shorter stature; coming in at a respectable five feet ten
inches, versus the rest of them being an inch or two over six feet tall. Once, they sprinkled
itching powder into his boxer briefs backstage before a show and somehow Cooper managed to
overcome the side-effects and ended up playing one of his best shows on that tour. Another
time they used his irrational fear of snakes against him and planted a small garter snake in the
cow bell of his drum kit. Halfway through the first song, the twelve-inch snake slid out and
plopped onto Cooper's snare drum. Cooper saw it and screamed like a girl, then launched
himself off the back of his drum kit, nearly breaking his neck in the process.It was the band's
form of hazing and somehow Cooper had survived it with his typical go-with-the-flow grace that
in the end endeared him with each and every member of the band and their road crew. Cooper
was the guy they all wanted to hang out with; the guy that made them laugh even on their worst
days, and his skills behind the drums made him irreplaceable to them.Cooper's good-natured



spirit left him susceptible prey for someone's practical joke and tonight at Zander's party he
found himself as Wheland's target, being tossed fully clothed into the in-ground pool. The action
brought a quick round of laughter from the fifty or so invited guests and Cooper laughed, too. He
didn't mind being the butt of Wheland's joke, because he knew in the end payback was a bitch
and his mind was already swirling with the many ways he could make Wheland pay.Cooper took
the stairs two at a time to the second floor of the ocean-side estate Zander was renting on the
island of Martha's Vineyard. He needed to get out of his wet clothes – courtesy of Wheland
tossing him into the pool, before he got cold. He changed quickly into a clean pair of jeans and
white polo shirt, then grabbed the joint and lighter from the top of the dresser on his way out of
the guest room to return to the party. He hurried downstairs, still adjusting this shirt and finger
combing his damp hair. He came through the kitchen looking at his bare feet and ready to step
back out onto the busy patio and slammed into the solid wall of a wide chest. The scent of
something deliciously masculine hit his nose and Cooper's eyes lifted, helping the man catch his
beer bottle just before it hit the stone patio bricks.“Jesus, I'm sorry about that,” Cooper said. His
gaze finally settled on the man's face, skin darkened by the sun and framed by thick, deep
brown hair, and eyes an extraordinary shade of blue-gray; a color unlike any Cooper had ever
seen.“Good save, Cooper,” the man said, standing upright and lifting the beer bottle to his
lips.Cooper tipped his head. “Have we met?” Cooper asked. He'd have to be blind or
unconscious not to remember meeting a guy like this.“You're Cooper Rand, the drummer for
Ivory Tower,” the guy said. “Who wouldn't know that?”Cooper watched the man smile; nice full
lips slowly curling up, the bottom a little plumper than the top – just the way Cooper liked it.
Christ! He was getting hard thinking about how good it would feel to suck that bottom lip into his
mouth. Cooper blinked to regain control of himself and quickly became lost again when he saw
the tiny dimples forming on each of the man's cheeks.Fuck me, please!“What's your name?”
Cooper finally managed.“Oh, sorry about that. I'm Jayson Keller; a friend of Chase and Danni,”
he said, extending his hand to Cooper. “I'm a fan, so meeting you face-to-face is a thrill.”“A fan?”
Cooper asked and then smiled.“Not the crazy, stalker type; just a fan,” Jayson said.Why couldn't
he wipe the ridiculous smile off his face, Cooper thought?Jesus! Pull your shit together!“Do you
need another beer?” Cooper asked Jayson.“Nope, since you were quick enough to catch this
one for me, I'm still good. Thanks.”“Oh, okay. Well, I could use a cold one,” Cooper said,
stumbling over his words.Jayson nodded, not wanting to end the conversation, but sensing
Cooper was ready to move on to something else. He started to step away and Cooper touched
his forearm. The sudden zing of heat that shot through him made him flinch.“Listen, I was about
to go smoke a joint,” Cooper said. “Care to join me?”“A joint?” Jayson asked. He hadn't been
stoned since high school, but when someone like Cooper asked, it suddenly seemed like the
next best thing since NFL football and beer.“I was thinking of taking a break from the party,”
Cooper said and shrugged. “Maybe go to the beach, clear my head; get high. You interested,
Jayson Keller?”“I suppose I could go for a walk,” Jayson said.The stupid smile returned to
Cooper's face and getting another beer was completely forgotten. He led Jayson from the party



and walked down the crushed stone driveway side-by-side with him. He took the pathway
through the knee-high sea grass ahead of Jayson, simply because he knew it would be
dangerous for him to be in a position to stare at the man's backside while they walked over the
dunes to the beach. Boy, Chase was going to get an earful next time Cooper saw him. Cooper
couldn't believe Chase hadn't mentioned he had a friend as hot as Jayson. Then again, he had
no idea if Jayson swung that way, so most likely it made not one bit of difference how appealing
Jayson was to him.Cooper most definitely swung that way. He loved being with women and
men, sometimes at the same time, more often though, it was one-on-one. Although he'd slept
with lots of women, he greatly preferred being with a man and identified himself as being gay;
more so than bisexual. He just couldn't seem to make the final leap to being with only men.
And, committing to just one man – well, that was as far out of the realm of probability as he could
get. Cooper simply couldn't do that; didn't think he was wired to think that way. It was easier to
walk away before the situation could cause him pain, so that's what he did. Often. Love 'em.
Leave 'em. Don't go back for more. That was his motto. It kept life interesting. It also kept his
heart safe.And, it kept him alone.Cooper walked across the beach toward the canvas roofed
cabana that came along with the estate's beach property. The sand was cool on his bare feet,
but there was no way in hell he'd complain about it. He was too happy to be alone with Jayson to
worry about his feet. He pulled the joint and lighter from his front pocket and ducked underneath
the tented overhang, then sat down on the end of the double-wide chaise lounge chair.He wasn't
sure why, but he was nervous. He glanced up at Jayson, still standing beside the lounger with
his hands pushed deep into the front pockets of his pants, and realized Jayson seemed to be
experiencing the same case of nerves. Cooper also couldn't help but notice the muscled thighs
and the enticing bulge outlined beneath Jayson's pants, too.Fuck! You're losing it – and
fast.Cooper needed a conversational ice-breaker, something familiar for them to talk about,
before he asked Jayson the very obvious – and stupid question: “Hey, are you into dudes?”“So,
you're a friend of Chase and Danni?” Cooper finally asked. He set the joint and lighter on the
cushion beside his leg and leaned back on straight arms; doing his best not to stare at the
impressive packaging of Jayson. Head-to-toe, the man was defined nicely without being over
the top. For a split second, Cooper allowed himself to wonder what Jayson might look like
naked.“Yeah, Chase and I have known each other for about twelve years or so,” Jayson
said.Cooper's question seemed to loosen the nervous tension a bit because Jayson finally sat
down beside him, but kept a safe distance. Both of them stared at the horizon, inky black with
the moon concealed behind clouds. They couldn't see the ocean but they could hear the surf
crashing onto the beach a short distance away.“What do you think of Chase's new… situation?”
Cooper asked.“You mean between him, Alex and Danni?” Jayson asked.Cooper nodded. “A
three-way is Alex's preferred dynamic. It's rare when Alex finds it, but I wasn't surprised to see it
unfolding at all. It was a crazy summer watching him and Chase getting together.”“And, I had no
clue it was happening,” Jayson said. “Until I showed up unannounced and saw them laying
together by the pool. Something felt off when I saw it, but I couldn't be certain.”“Did you ask him



about it?” Cooper asked.“A couple of days later I drove to his job site and asked him,” Jayson
said. “I was shocked, to say the least. I had absolutely no idea Chase went … that way. In all
the years I've known Chase, I've only seen him with girls and he's never once hinted otherwise.
Not even a lingering glance at a guy. Nothing.”“Does it bother you?” Cooper asked, and held his
breath.“Fuck, no,” Jayson said. “Whatever makes him and Danni happy, I'm for it.”Cooper
glanced at Jayson and quickly looked away. “Being with Alex definitely seems to make your
friends happy and I've never seen Alex this content or… domesticated.”“He won't hurt them, will
he?” Jayson asked.“Nah, Alex is genuine,” Cooper said. “If this were a game to him, he would've
gotten bored long ago and walked away. He's in it for the long haul. I can tell.”“Has Alex always
been in a three-way relationship?” Jayson asked.“I only know of one other,” Cooper said. “It
ended right around the time I joined the band, so I don't have any personal knowledge of it, just
what I was told by the others.”“I imagine being in a band you do all sorts of crazy shit,
right?”Cooper wasn't sure what Jayson meant by that question and wasn't sure how he should
respond.“Define crazy,” Cooper said, raising one eyebrow and grinning.Jayson laughed. “I don't
know,” he said with a shrug. “Everyone always assumes professional musicians live a life filled
with wild orgies seven nights a week.”“I've done my fair share of crazy shit, but we try and limit
our orgies to three nights a week and not the full seven,” Cooper said.Jayson chuckled; a deep
throaty sound that had all the fine hairs on Cooper's forearms standing up on end. This man
captivated him in every sense. Sitting beside him, Cooper could feel the pulse of heat bouncing
between them.Cooper drew in a long breath, trying to reconnect his brain with his tongue.
Jayson's tantalizing cologne suddenly filled his nose and lungs and Cooper was right back to
being overwhelmed with this man's presence. When had this ever happened to him? Cooper
scratched his head and the loose waves of hair.“You like the rock star lifestyle?” Jayson
asked.Jayson's voice was soft like a caress and Cooper almost missed the question. He
glanced at Jayson and those amazing blue-gray eyes stared back at him. Beautiful, glistening
eyes, surrounded by long, dark lashes and Cooper nearly grabbed his face to plant a kiss on
him.Cooper blinked and cleared his throat. “The lifestyle is good,” he said with a nod. “No
orgies, just lots of hook-ups. Not much time for more than that.” Cooper looked at Jayson and
did his best to hold his gaze. “What about you? You got a girl or something?”“Hell, no,” Jayson
said.“No time or no interest?” Cooper asked.“Both,” Jayson said.Their eyes met again and
Cooper saw something spark in Jayson's. He hoped like hell it was interest, but he still wasn't
sure. It wasn't usually this difficult to read another man's sexual interest – or not, but with Jayson
he kept coming up empty. Except for his eyes, Jayson was saying quite a bit with those liquid
pools of emotion, but until Cooper decoded the messages Jayson was sending with them,
Cooper was left playing his guessing games.Cooper wouldn't risk making a move on Jayson
with nothing more than an assumption to guide him and he didn't much like the idea his pass at
Jayson could end with a punch to the face. Jayson had a bit more bulk to his muscled frame and
Cooper was certain a punch from Jayson could flatten him. He considered texting Alex and
having him ask Chase about his friend, but his phone beeped before he had a chance to follow



through with it.Cooper glanced at the caller I.D. and saw Wheland's message. He read it to
himself and rolled his eyes, then set his phone beside his leg.“Do you need to get back?” Jayson
asked.“No, not yet. Wheland's just asking where I disappeared to,” Cooper said. “But, right now,
I need to get stoned.”Cooper put the joint between his lips and used the lighter to spark the end.
A moment later, Cooper filled his lungs with smoke, briefly held it, then exhaled. He offered the
joint to Jayson. “You want a hit?”Jayson took a drag of smoke, held and then released it. “Christ,
I can't remember the last time I got high,” he said. “Probably not since high school.”Cooper took
the joint from Jayson's fingers and lifted it to his mouth again. “That long? Does that mean I'll be
getting blamed for corrupting you?”Jayson laughed and Cooper found himself staring at
Jayson's mouth. He loved the way the man's lips curled when he smiled, and the sound of his
laughter … it was enough to make his dick hard. He took another hit off the joint, slowly
releasing the smoke and passed it back to Jayson. Watching Jayson's lips wrap around the joint
triggered something inside Cooper. The risk of being punched in the face for an unwanted pass
no longer seemed to matter. He needed to kiss this man. Now.“I'm guessing back then you'd
get high at parties, maybe sit around in a circle with your buddies passing a joint and drinking
cheap beer all night. That sound about right?” Cooper asked.“Yep, you nailed it,” Jayson
chuckled.Cooper leaned closer to Jayson; bumping shoulders with him. “Maybe if you were
really lucky you had a chick sitting next to you and you'd share the hit with her,” he said in a low
voice. He took a deep drag off the joint filling his lungs and held the breath, waiting for Jayson to
face him. He wasn't positive he would turn, but a second later Jayson did. Cooper closed the
distance between their faces by another couple of inches and slowly began to release the hit of
smoke from his lungs in one drawn-out focused stream aimed directly at Jayson's lips. He
watched Jayson close his eyes and partially open his mouth, inhaling the smoke as it began to
bathe his face. Cooper nudged his nose against Jayson's and he heard Jayson's exhale of
smoke sounding much like a sigh. If Jayson was going to pull back from him, now would be the
time. Otherwise, Cooper was going for that kiss his body was absolutely aching for him to
take.The brush of lips was feather light. Cooper could feel Jayson's breath, quick and fast
against his face, the effect this was giving Cooper was making him dizzy. His heart was
pounding in his chest and his palms were sweaty. This felt like his first kiss ever, sweet,
tentative, and it took every ounce of willpower for him not to rush in to it and devour Jayson
where he sat, because that is what he really wanted to do.“This okay?” Cooper whispered,
offering teasing licks to Jayson's parted lips.Jayson nodded, opened his mouth wider, and
leaned in to Cooper. Cooper dropped the joint onto the sand and slid his hand around the back
of Jayson's neck. His hand eased Jayson closer and their mouths completely fused together,
tongues reaching forward seeking the warmth of the other.Cooper sighed when he felt Jayson
kissing him back, using strong confident strokes of his tongue and Cooper thought he'd come
from the pleasure. He turned slightly to his side and used both hands to grip the thick column of
Jayson's neck; fanning his fingers on the nape and pushing them up against his scalp and into
the soft waves of his hair. Together they began to fall backward until they ended up reclined on



the cushion, heads facing each other, their feet still resting in the sand.Cooper finally broke the
seal of their mouths and pressed his forehead to Jayson's. “Thank God,” he said.“For what?”
Jayson asked.“Thank God I went with my gut,” Cooper said, rolling onto his back. “I wasn't
getting a clear vibe from you and I'm not a fan of getting punched in the face.”“That makes two of
us,” Jayson said. “I wasn't sure if you were trying to kiss me or show me your pot smoking
techniques.”Cooper grabbed at Jayson's shirt and pulled him down to him. “I'm going to flatten
Chase for not telling me he had a hot friend that's into dudes.”Jayson turned onto his side, his
face hovered over Cooper's. His fingers combed through Cooper's hair, moving the thick waves
off his forehead. “In Chase's defense, he's only known I'm into dudes for a few days. After I
found out about him, I figured he might as well know about me.”“Best friends all that time and
neither of you knew about the other?” Cooper asked.“Imagine that,” Jayson said, and the grin he
gifted Cooper with was enough to stop the man's heart.Cooper nuzzled his lips against
Jayson's, lightly biting the full bottom lip that had been driving him to distraction for the last hour.
“Gay or bi, like your friend?” he asked.“Gay.”“Top or bottom?”“I like both.”“Hmmm, lucky me,”
Cooper said, and smiled against Jayson's mouth.Jayson controlled this kiss, sliding a thigh over
Cooper's and rubbing his erection into Cooper's hip. It was surreal to think he was laying here
making-out with one of his favorite rock stars, even more dreamlike was feeling the evidence
Cooper was just as turned-on. Jayson slid his tongue deeper into Cooper's mouth. The moan
that rattled from Cooper's throat almost made him come in his pants.Cooper started reaching for
the hem of Jayson's polo shirt. “We're wearing too many clothes,” he said.Jayson sat up and
pulled the shirt over his head, then he helped Cooper do the same. They crashed together onto
the cushion; bare chest pressed to bare chest, their mouths so close their breaths mingled
together.Cooper couldn't remember being this turned on from a few simple kisses. Everything
about Jayson was arousing, even the woodsy scent of his skin; he couldn't get enough.
Cooper's fingers slid over the muscles of Jayson's back. He eased off from the kiss, trying to
catch his breath, attempting to keep himself from totally being swept away.“Christ, I love the way
you kiss,” Cooper said on a sigh.“I was thinking the same about you,” Jayson said.Jayson stole
another kiss and Cooper moaned. “This is intense,” Cooper said.“That's a good thing, isn't it?”
Jayson asked.“It's fucking phenomenal – and completely unexpected.”“Unexpected? Why?”
Jayson asked.“I hadn't expected to feel…”“Feel what?” Jayson asked, nudging his nose to
Cooper's.“The chemistry,” Cooper said. “It's good. Really good.”Jayson's hand slipped between
them and cupped the hard mound of Cooper's erection. He squeezed the hard length through
the denim and stroked Cooper with his fingers.“Holy Christ,” Cooper panted. His hands went to
the waistband of his jeans, frantically trying to unbutton them and yank down the zipper, as if his
pants were on fire. Jayson took another kiss from him, sucking Cooper's tongue into his mouth
this time, then nipping the tip. Jayson was positively unraveling him and Cooper was close to
losing his mind and exploding inside his boxer briefs, all at the same time.Jayson's hand slipped
into the open flaps of Cooper's jeans and went directly beneath the cotton briefs for his cock.
His fingers wrapped around the head, collected the pre-come on his palm, then slid down to



stroke the thick shaft. Cooper rolled flat on his back and arched off the cushion, thrusting his
cock up into Jayson's fist. Jayson kissed Cooper's chest, then licked his way to a nipple. His
tongue circled Cooper's light brown disk, then flicked at the tiny metal hoop piercing before
lightly tugging on it with his teeth. Jayson wished it were daylight. He wanted to see the
piercings and the tattoos he'd seen in photographs adorning Cooper's torso. For now, he'd
settle for using his tongue to map Cooper's beautiful chest.“Oh, fuck! You're gonna make me
come,” Cooper sighed.Jayson pulled off another stroke on Cooper's cock; his teeth still tugging
on the nipple piercing. He felt Cooper's cock pulse in his grip. He could tell Cooper was close to
orgasm and he loved the fact he was pushing him there so quickly.“Don't stop! Don't stop,”
Cooper pleaded.Jayson had no intention of stopping, but it was nice to hear Cooper beg for the
release. One more tight stroke and Cooper started coming; shooting all over his stomach and
chest, even managed to spray some across Jayson's arm. Jayson kissed Cooper through the
aftershocks and waited for his breathing to calm.“Damn, that's embarrassing,” Cooper finally
said. “I usually have a lot more self-control, but your mouth is deadly.”Jayson looked down at
Cooper's glazed expression. “I've barely touched you with my mouth.”“Jesus, I know,” Cooper
said. “I'm afraid to imagine what your mouth could do to my cock.” Cooper ran his fingers over
the side of Jayson's face and lips. “Why don't you lay back and I'll see if I can destroy you with
my mouth.”Cooper was busy licking his way across the hard planes of Jayson's chest; rubbed
his cheek into the soft hair between his pectoral muscles and was moving lower when his cell
phone buzzed announcing another text message. Cooper sat up and reached for his phone to
read the message. It was another one from Wheland.“Get your ass back here,” Wheland
typed.“Damn it,” Cooper said and typed back a quick message. “I'm almost done. Give me
five.”“Do you need to get back to the party?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, I do, but I'm not leaving you
like this,” Cooper said. He pressed on Jayson's chest until he was flat on his back again, then
his mouth returned to Jayson's sensitive nipple. “I'm going to suck your cock hard and fast and
make you come down my throat,” Cooper said against the stiffened nub, gently biting it. “Then,
after the party is over and I'm officially off the clock, you and I can continue this private party up
in my room. I promise I'll last a lot longer than I did this time.”Chapter OneTwo weeks later…In a
particularly weak moment, Cooper called Alex. Too much time had passed since the party and
he still hadn't heard from Jayson. He'd gone over every last detail of that night a million times in
the last two weeks and each time he came up blank on a possible reason Jayson hadn't stayed
until the end of that party. They had discussed going up to Cooper's room and Jayson seemed
all for it. So, what the fuck happened in the hours that came after they got high on the beach to
make Jayson change his mind and go home early? Cooper didn't get it.The connection
between them was explosive. Cooper was certain he could have come just from Jayson's kiss.
Having Jayson's hand on his cock – while kissing him, was too much and Cooper hadn't lasted
five minutes. The rush of bliss from that orgasm was quickly clouded with embarrassment and in
that instant he'd completely lost his rock star credibility. He imagined his quick trigger had totally
blown Jayson's image of him, and maybe that's why he'd had no interest in going for round two



up in the guest room at Alex's house.Two weeks. Fourteen days. And, God knew how many
hours had passed since he had seen Jayson. He hadn't been able to focus on work. He hadn't
thought to get Jayson's phone number at the beach, thinking he'd have time to get it after the
party. He was wrong about that and now he was going to suffer the teasing from Alex in order to
get that number. Cooper sighed loudly and called Alex.“What's going on, Coop?” Alex
asked.“Hey, Alex,” Cooper said. “I need a huge favor and I need you to keep this to yourself and
not tell Chase about it. I also need you to curb the desire to give me shit about this, too. Think
you can handle that?”“Depends on what it is you need,” Alex said.“I meant to get Jayson's cell
number at your party and I didn't,” Cooper said. “I was wondering if you could get it for me, either
from Chase or the side of Jayson's truck, just don't let on the number is for me.”“Why the covert
operation?” Alex asked.Cooper rubbed at his forehead. “I don't want Chase to know yet.”“We
already know you hooked up with him,” Alex said. “What else is there to know? Is he having
your baby or something?”Cooper sighed loudly. “I just want to give him a call; say hello, see how
he's doing.”“Hmmm. Cooper Rand doing a call back? What's up with that? Does this mean
your heart isn't made of stone, like you'd like us to believe, and you might be capable of having
feelings for someone?”“Shut the fuck up,” Cooper said. “Just get me Jayson's number without
Chase knowing about it. Think you could do that for me?”“I'll see what I can do,” Alex said.“I
don't ask for much,” Cooper said.“I know, and that's the only reason I'm even considering it,” Alex
said. “I'll call you back when I have something.”“I'd appreciate it if you did,” Cooper said and
ended the call.Alex didn't call Cooper with Jayson's number for another few days; leaving
Cooper even more time to think about what it was he was doing with Jayson. What the hell
would he say to Jayson when he did call: I can't stop thinking about the hand-job you gave me?
Or, would he tell him the truth: he hadn't been able to get the feeling of his kiss or the taste of his
mouth out of his head since they got stoned on the beach, or how right it felt simply holding
Jayson. Hell, he hadn't been able to think of much else beyond Jayson and that is what
bothered Cooper the most. Cooper did hook-ups and when it was over he moved on. So, why
was this guy still haunting his dreams? He hadn't even fucked Jayson but Cooper still couldn't
stop thinking about him.What the hell is wrong with me?Alex sent Jayson's cell number to
Cooper in a one sentence text message. Cooper stared at it for another few days,
contemplating exactly what he wanted to say; as if he hadn't already spent enough time doing
that very thing. Several times Cooper punched in the digits to Jayson's phone only to change his
mind and delete the text message. In the end, Cooper decided a phone call would work better
than a text message, because what he really wanted was to hear the sound of Jayson's voice.
His call went to voicemail, but at least he got to hear Jayson ask him to leave a message in the
recording. Even that sterile message had Cooper's heart racing.“Hey, Jayson. This is Cooper
Rand. We met at Alex Metcalf's party a few weeks back,” Cooper said. Christ! He sounded like
a dork. “I just wanted to call and say hello. Give me a call when you get a chance.
Thanks.”Cooper sat down on the end of his bed and stared at his phone for a minute. He
calculated the time difference between their coasts. He knew it wasn't too late; a little after eight



o'clock on the East Coast Cooper estimated, and he doubted Jayson was still at work. Cooper
tossed his phone onto the bed and flopped backward. He needed to get a grip. Maybe he'd go
out and find another hook-up that would rock his world and make him forget all about Jayson
Keller's insane kisses.Fuck Jayson out of your head? Unlikely you'll find anyone good enough to
make that happen.-0-Jayson heard the ring of his cell phone and picked it up off the kitchen
counter to read the caller I.D. It wasn't a number he recognized, so he let the call go to
voicemail. He'd barely gotten home from dinner in town and all he wanted to do was shower and
maybe catch part of the Boston Bruins hockey game on television before he went to sleep. He
was exhausted and dirty from installing an enormous sliding glass door unit at a client's house
for the better part of the afternoon.He took the phone into his bedroom and tossed it onto his
bed, then started stripping off his clothes to shower. A few minutes later he was standing
beneath the hot shower spray. He closed his eyes and let it pelt against his face and chest.
Soon as his skin began to heat, his thoughts drifted to Cooper Rand. Isn't that what always
happened when he had so much as one fleeting moment alone with his thoughts?Cooper.
Fucking. Rand.He couldn't have spent more than an hour – two hours tops, with Cooper that
night at Alex's party. Even still, all he could think about was Cooper's infectious laugh, the wavy
blond hair falling loosely over his head, those oh so very kissable lips, and amazing blue eyes.
And, his kiss was positively lethal. It was an utter chaotic frenzy of strong lips and potent strokes
of tongue that had Jayson coming unglued from the very first one.And, when those perfect lips
had stretched around Jayson's cock, Jayson lost his mind. If the suction and tongue strokes
weren't torturous enough, Cooper had looked up and gifted him with the exquisite beauty of his
pale blue eyes as he continued to suck Jayson's cock into his mouth. All logic disappeared from
Jayson's head. He was suddenly void of thought and rendered speechless. He buried his
fingers into the tussled waves on Cooper's head and held him in place; thrusting his cock further
into the back of Cooper's throat.The glazed look on Cooper's face in that moment was etched in
Jayson's memory forever. Seconds before Jayson climaxed, Cooper reached up and took
Jayson's hand, laced their fingers together, and held on as Jayson crashed over the edge in
release. The touch was deeply intimate; something Jayson had never experienced with his
typical hook-ups, but Cooper Rand was hardly typical on any level. In fact, Cooper didn't feel like
a hook-up at all, and that's what was truly messing with Jayson's head.Cooper didn't do
relationships, he'd told Jayson that on the beach. He did hook-ups and he did them well, so
Jayson spending one second thinking otherwise was wasted time – even if it did feel different
with Cooper. None of it mattered. So much time had passed since Alex's party, he wondered if
Cooper even remembered his name.Jayson squeezed his fully erect cock, teasing the head with
his palm, much like Cooper had done to him with his tongue. How many times had he jerked-off
thinking about Cooper's mouth on his cock? Too many times to count and tonight he'd be doing
it once more.Damn it! He was pathetic.Having lost the interest to reach orgasm, Jayson finished
his shower and dried off, then flopped down on his bed. Naked. Alone. And, still thinking about
Cooper. He tried to turn his focus on to the hockey game playing on the television in his



bedroom, then finally shut it off after an hour to try and get some sleep.While getting ready for
work the next morning, Jayson remembered the missed call waiting for him on his cell phone
from the previous night. He lifted the phone and punched in the number sequence to listen to
the message. A moment later, Cooper's distinctive voice came through the tiny speaker. He
listened to the short message and nearly dropped his phone on the floor.Cooper had called
him? How did he get this number?Holy shit, Cooper called!Jayson could hardly control his
excitement and calm his fingers from shaking as he hit the redial button. One ring and the call
was redirected to Cooper's voicemail. Jayson glanced at the clock hanging above his kitchen
sink and realized it was very early on the West Coast and Cooper was most likely sleeping.“Hey,
Cooper. This is Jay. I'm sorry I missed your call last night,” he said. “It was nice to hear from
you, though. I'm on my way to work now, but you can call or text me later – if you want.”Jayson
clipped the cell phone to his belt and left his house. He arrived at the job site, grateful for the
most part he'd be alone today, since he knew his ability to concentrate would be limited, thanks
to hearing Cooper's voice. At break time Jayson had listened to Cooper's voicemail two more
times. How stupid did that make him?The call he'd been waiting for since early that morning
finally came mid-afternoon. Jayson did his best not to seem too eager, letting his phone ring
three times, then he rolled his eyes at himself for playing such an adolescent game.“This is Jay,”
he said, knowing full well the caller on the other end knew exactly who he was calling.“Hey
Jayson,” Cooper said.“Finally get your ass out of bed?” Jayson asked with a chuckle.“Don't
forget, I live on a different coast,” Cooper said.“Hmmmm, gonna blame that on the time
difference and not the lifestyle?”“Well, there is that, but not last night,” Cooper said.“Sounds like
it was a slow night,” Jayson said, hoping he didn't sound like a jealous bitch.“I was hanging out
with Wheland. No hook-ups,” Cooper said.“Definitely a slow night for you.”“You make me sound
like a man-whore,” Cooper said.Jayson laughed. “You made yourself sound like a man-whore.
You don't need my help with that.”“I have my moments, but last night wasn't one of them,” Cooper
said. “How about yourself? Were you out trolling when I called last night?”Jayson heard the
question but it was what he thought he heard laced between the words that had his attention.
“Would it bother you if I was out trolling?” Jayson asked, then held his breath waiting to hear
Cooper's answer.Cooper scoffed. “Why would I care about that?” he asked. Fucking liar! “I'd be
high-fiving you if you had, then ask for the sweaty details.”Jayson slumped against the side of his
truck. That was not the answer he had wanted to hear from Cooper. He tipped his head back
against his truck and closed his eyes. “I'm not one to kiss and tell,” he finally said.“Good to
know,” Cooper said stiffly.The conversation suddenly felt awkward to Jayson. Something had
changed. Jayson sifted over the words they'd exchanged trying to see where their chat had
veered off course.“Listen, I have some business on the East Coast soon,” Cooper finally said. “I
was wondering if you'd like to meet me while I'm out that way?”“Yeah, sure, we could hook-up,”
Jayson said, and swallowed hard.“A hook-up sounds perfect,” Cooper said.“I thought you'd think
so,” Jayson said, tamping down the anger and emotion wanting to spill out of him; telling Cooper
exactly what he was thinking. There'd be time for that later. For now, he was happy Cooper



wanted to see him again. That said something, didn't it? Considering the many options Cooper
would have for people to hook-up with, the fact Cooper wanted a second go-around with him
had to mean something. Right?“I'll call you back when I know my travel plans,” Cooper
said.“Sounds good,” Jayson said.Jayson ended the call and turned to press his forehead to the
cool metal of his truck cab. He didn't like the conflicted emotions bubbling through his veins;
didn't care for the vulnerable feeling it gave him, either. Cooper wanted to see him again. That
was a good thing. But, he also knew what Cooper was looking for – essentially nothing more
than a booty call, and that was something Jayson wasn't sure he could give Cooper without
giving away a piece of himself.Damn it!Jayson clipped his phone back to his belt and did his
best to finish the work day. Several times he had to stop and sit down to think about what it was
he was getting himself into with Cooper. He'd never been one to shy away from a hook-up and
he was a professional when it came to holding his emotions close to his chest; never allowing
himself to become attached. He could fuck and walk away without one ounce of regret. The sex
served a purpose and he was okay with it, as long as he could remain neutral.Somehow Cooper
had managed to break through the walls Jayson kept around himself, and for a few brief
moments, Jayson was able to feel things he'd never experienced before. It scared the shit out of
him, but it was also exhilarating – a rush so intense, he found it difficult to process. He'd been
with lots of men, even had a long-standing sexual relationship with his Cape Cod boyfriend for a
few years, but none of them had affected Jayson the way Cooper had or made him feel the same
kind of connection. What bothered Jayson the most about this connection – was the man
attached to it.Jayson had always hoped he'd feel something beyond lust for a man; maybe fall in
love and settle down, but it was a wish he didn't expect would ever be fulfilled. He had come to
terms with that fact a long time ago, and then Cooper bumped into him. Literally.He definitely felt
a healthy dose of lust with Cooper, more than he could remember feeling with anyone else, and
he sensed if he allowed himself to fall, he could fall hard for Cooper and that wasn't good.
Jayson never fell for anyone, so why was he having doubts now about his lack of indifference for
a hook-up? Besides, Cooper should be the last man he'd consider falling for because a
relationship with a man like Cooper couldn't work. Ever. Still, there was that nagging fact that it
had been weeks since he'd seen Cooper and Jayson hadn't stopped thinking about the
man.And, why the hell was that the case?What was so different about Cooper that made Jayson
lose himself – and his mind, all in a matter of a couple of hours’ time?Chapter TwoCooper smiled
at himself. He had another chance to be with Jayson and that made him very happy, but there
was a spark of something else there, too. It was an emotion he couldn't quite put his finger on;
something foreign, but exciting all the same. He just couldn't understand what it was about
Jayson that pushed his buttons. He'd hooked-up with more partners than he could count – or
remember, and not one of them had gotten under his skin the way Jayson had in such a short
period of time. Now he was anxious to see if being with Jayson again would feel as good as it
had the first time. Or maybe the intensity he felt while with him for the few hours they were
together was nothing more than a fluke; never to be repeated.He took a few days to consider



how he'd go about seeing Jayson. He went through various scenarios in his head; everything
from picking him up at the airport and flying them somewhere else for dinner, to simply having
dinner on the Vineyard before he flew back to Los Angeles. Jayson had mentioned their visit
being a hook-up, and although Cooper would never turn down an opportunity to touch or be
touched by Jayson again, it wasn't the only thing he wanted from Jayson. The idea of merely
spending time with Jayson and talking was enough to get his heart pumping and his palms
sweaty. But, if Jayson was only looking for a physical relationship from him, Cooper would go
along with it just to be with him.Cooper's call mid-week to Jayson served two purposes. He
wanted to give Jayson a few days to think about what he'd like to do once Cooper's plane arrived
at the Martha's Vineyard airport, plus, he wanted to hear Jayson's voice again. Simple as that.
Cooper needed to hear it and feel the connection he felt with the man – even if it was over the
phone.“Hey, Jayson. It's Cooper. How's your week going?” Cooper asked.“Not bad,” Jayson
said. “My crew is finishing up a garage job, so I've been pretty busy with that.”“Can you talk for a
minute, or do you want me to call back?” Cooper asked.“No, I can talk,” Jayson said. “What's
up?” Jayson was just about to leave work for the day. He waved to a couple of co-workers and
hopped up into the driver's seat of his truck.“Still want to see me again?” Cooper asked.“Sure,
why not?” Jayson said.“Do you already have plans for Saturday night?” Cooper asked.“Nope,
not yet,” Jayson said. “Are you still flying out?”“That's the plan,” Cooper said. “I have a meeting
with the people at Zildjian Cymbals. They want me to endorse a new product and I won't attach
my name to anything unless I believe in it.”“Understandable,” Jayson said. “When is the
meeting?”“Sunday afternoon,” Cooper said. “Their headquarters is in Norwell, Massachusetts;
not too far from Logan airport, so I'll land there, then drive down to Norwell. I'd really like to see
you first on Saturday, though, if that works for you.”“I'll make a point of it,” Jayson said. “What
time will you be here?”“Late afternoon,” Cooper said. “We can fly somewhere else for dinner, if
you want, or have dinner in town or on the plane. I'll leave that decision to you.”What Jayson
really wanted to know was how long Cooper would be with him; would he be staying on the
Vineyard for the night or flying on to Boston right after having dinner with him? He shrugged off
the tug of uncertainty gnawing at his gut. After all, he wasn't stupid to how these things worked.
Cooper had an itch, and for whatever reason, he wanted Jayson to scratch it.-0-Jayson wasn't
sure how he finished off the work week. It was a blur to him, but as long as he didn't fuck up
anything at work, he was happy. Saturday came and he did his best to keep busy, doing
paperwork, chores, and even mowed the lawn; although it didn't really need it. Every time his
phone rang, he nearly jumped out of his skin.At four o'clock Cooper finally called.“We'll be
landing in thirty minutes,” Cooper said. “We're tying down in front of the executive entrance. Go
into the office and ask for Bert Thompkins. He'll bring you out to the plane.”“Got it,” Jayson said.
“I'll see you soon.”Jayson jumped into the shower, dressed and was out the door in fifteen
minutes. He drove to the airport, walked into the office Cooper had specified and asked for Bert
Thompkins. He didn't like the once-over glance the man gave to him from behind the desk
counter, but he wasn't about to question the guy about it. He merely wanted to get out on the



tarmac to Cooper's plane as fast as possible.“What's your name?” Bert asked.“Jayson
Keller.”“Can I see some identification, please?” Bert asked.Jayson passed his license to Bert
and watched as he checked his clip board. Jayson signed the special login sheet and waited
while Bert came around the counter and walked toward the door opening to the airplane tie-
down area. Several single engine planes sat to the left and to the right, three sleek executive
jets waited. Bert directed him to the jet in the middle; the smaller of the three, and the only jet
with the stairwell opened and resting down against the tarmac.“You can go on up,” Bert said,
pointing to the stairs.Jayson glanced at the stairs and then at Bert. He was so nervous; unsure
of every aspect of this evening, even questioning the depth of his need to see Cooper again at
all. Movement at the top of stairs caught Jayson's attention. He turned to see Cooper standing
in the open doorway of the jet, his hands stuffed into the front pockets of a faded pair of jeans
and a white, v-neck t-shirt stretched across his chest. Every last doubt Jayson had disappeared
with the wave Cooper gave to him and the sexy smile inviting him inside the plane.Jayson's
stomach did a flip-flop when he saw him; standing there looking deliciously relaxed. His eyes
did a quick scan of Cooper. The breeze blowing down the tarmac moved the long, blond waves
around his head, a killer smile lifted his lips, narrow waist, firm thighs; Cooper was a beautiful
package that Jayson was suddenly very eager to unwrap. Without further thought, he walked up
the stairs toward Cooper. As soon as he stepped inside the passenger cabin, Cooper embraced
him.“Good to see you,” Cooper said beside Jayson's ear.“You too,” Jayson said. He pulled back
slowly and met Cooper's gaze.Footsteps behind Jayson stopped his urge to kiss Cooper.
Instead he stepped away and turned to face the woman approaching them in the center aisle.
Cooper's hand pressed into the firm muscles of Jayson's his chest.“Would you like to eat here,
fly somewhere else, or go in to town?” Cooper asked.“How long do you have?” Jayson asked.“A
few hours.”“Then, let’s stay here,” Jayson said.Cooper nodded and his grin widened. “Give me a
minute,” Cooper said. He stepped around Jayson and walked with the woman to the galley
kitchen.Jayson watched them talking and saw the woman pointing out various cabinets, then
she finally exited the plane and Cooper shut the door behind her. He came back to Jayson; his
smile growing with each step. He looked – primal; hungry, like an animal considering his
prey.“Everything okay?” Jayson asked.Cooper stood in front of Jayson and their eyes met.
“Everything is great,” Cooper said. “The food is ready for us to eat or we can start with a
drink.”“Do you have beer?” Jayson asked.Cooper tipped his head and rolled his eyes. “We're
fully stocked. Open that refrigerator and help yourself. I'm gonna make myself a drink.”Jayson
pulled out an imported beer and popped the top with the opener sitting on the counter. He
turned to look down the aisle of the plane. Half a dozen plush leather seats sat on one side of
the plane. The opposite side had a small sitting area with a table in the center, looking like a
comfortable place to hold a meeting. The back of the plane was hidden behind a wall with two
doors, one at each end of the wall.“What's back there?” Jayson asked Cooper.“Bedroom and a
bath,” Cooper said, stepping closer to Jayson. “There's another bathroom next to where you
came inside.”“Is this yours?” Jayson asked.“The jet? No, but the band leases it quite a bit,”



Cooper said.“I've never seen anything like it,” Jayson said. “I've only flown commercial.”Cooper
nodded and sipped the clear liquid in his glass. He watched Jayson's eyes darting around the
passenger cabin. He seemed nervous; edgy, just like he felt, and smiled at that. It was nice to
think Jayson might be nervous, too.“Is the flight attendant coming back?” Jayson asked.“Not
anytime soon,” Cooper said. “She and the pilots have gone to get dinner, so we're alone until I
call and tell them differently.”Jayson nodded and drank from his beer bottle.“I'm glad you agreed
to see me,” Cooper said.Jayson's eyes came back to Cooper. “Did you think I'd say no?”“I had
no idea,” Cooper said. “After you left Alex's party early, I wasn't sure you were interested in
seeing me again.”Jayson smiled at that comment and rubbed at the stubble on his chin. “Yeah,
that,” he said with a soft chuckle. “It was getting late and you looked busy. I wasn't sure your
invitation was serious and I didn't want to hang around like a fan-boy assuming anything. I left a
message for you with Chase. Didn't he tell you?”Cooper sipped his drink again. “Chase
mentioned you'd left,” Cooper said. “I was just surprised and, if I were to be totally honest, a little
… disappointed.”One eyebrow lifted on Jayson. The idea Cooper would be disappointed he had
left Alex's party shocked him. Why would Cooper give a shit? “I was surprised to get your phone
call,” Jayson said. “I didn't expect to hear from you again.”Cooper set his drink down on the table
in the office area, then stepped closer to Jayson. “You didn't think I was interested in seeing you
again and I didn't think you wanted to see me. I guess that makes us even,” Cooper said.Each of
Cooper's words pushed warm breaths over Jayson's face. Jayson could smell the tequila and
wanted to taste it off of Cooper's lips and tongue. The thought of sucking on Cooper's tongue
again had his cock lifting inside his jeans. A heartbeat later, Cooper cupped Jayson's face in his
hands and pulled him in for a kiss. It was slow, steamy and sensual and Jayson was swept
away.“Any man that kisses as good as you, I'm very interested in seeing again,” Cooper said, his
mouth opened to Jayson and took another kiss, this one more demanding. His hands slid
around Jayson's shoulders, pulling him closer.Jayson circled Cooper's waist with one arm and
held him in place. He carefully set down his beer bottle onto the table, without losing the hold he
had on Cooper's mouth. Once he had the other hand free, it lifted to the back of Cooper's head.
He needed to feel the soft, wavy strands wrapped around his long fingers again and hold his
mouth tight to his.“Holy fuck, I've missed your mouth,” Cooper sighed, rubbing his lips to
Jayson's.“I was thinking the same,” Jayson said.Cooper stole one more kiss, then moved his
mouth to Jayson's neck; sucking the skin below his ear. “Wanna see the bedroom?” He
whispered.“I was beginning to think you weren't going to ask,” Jayson said.“Smart ass,” Cooper
said. He grabbed Jayson's hand and tugged him down the aisle toward the back of the plane.
He opened up the door and pulled Jayson inside, before shutting and locking the door.Jayson
heard the lock engage and turned to Cooper. “Is the lock to keep me in or others out?”Cooper
chuckled. “Both. But, I'm hoping restraining you won't be necessary – unless you're into that
sort of thing, then I'm happy to oblige.”Jayson smiled and glanced around the small room; the
bed occupied most of it. A dresser was built into the wall, as was what looked to be a closet.
Two small, rectangular windows were on the outside wall with the shades pulled down for



privacy. The only other pieces of furniture in the room were a chair sitting on one side of the bed
and a small end table on the other side. Jayson's eyes stopped on the bed. It looked queen-
sized with a thick white comforter and four rectangular pillows covered in white cases propped
against the rear wall, creating a headboard.“You okay?” Cooper asked, and ran his fingers down
the length of Jayson's forearm.“Yeah, fine,” Jayson said, and pressed himself against Cooper.
Damn! He really liked this guy, loved his playful nature, and the way he made him feel off-kilter
and slightly out of control. Cooper was a pure rush of adrenaline straight to the heart – and to his
cock.Cooper tugged at the hem of Jayson's t-shirt, pulling it from the waistband of his jeans. “I
need to see more of you,” Cooper said. “Is that okay?”Jayson nodded and lifted his arms above
his head, allowing Cooper to remove his shirt. Soon as the shirt hit the seat of the chair,
Cooper's lips were on his collar bone; his hands fanning over his pectorals, then skimming down
his sides, rolling over each bump of rib beneath his skin. The touch was making Jayson ache
with need. He felt Cooper's tongue licking at the hollow at the base of his throat and closed his
eyes. Cooper slowly nibbled his way up the length of Jayson's throat, then sucked at the soft
spot beneath his whiskered chin.“Jesus, that feels good,” Jayson whispered.Cooper came up for
air and leaned back in Jayson's embrace. His eyes canvassed Jayson's chest and down to his
waist. “No tattoos?”“Nope, I haven't seen a design I've wanted to commit to for life,” Jayson
said.“Yeah, I get that,” Cooper said. “I've got a bunch of ink and a few piercings, too.” He
reached behind his head and tugged off his own shirt, tossing it on top of Jayson's.“I remember
the piercing in your nipple,” Jayson said, his fingers reaching to touch the tiny hoops. “But, I
didn't realize you had both done.”“It made sense to have a matching set,” Cooper said, then
moaned when Jayson lightly tugged on them. “Oh, fuck. I love that.”“I remember that, too,”
Jayson said. He grinned at Cooper, then his gaze dropped to the piercings and the inked
designs above. Jayson let go of the hoops and traced the tattoos with his fingertips. He saw a
set of crossed drumsticks and cymbals on left pectoral, the initials I. T. inked on his breastbone
and the name Casey and some numbers on the right pectoral. His eyes darted lower and he
saw more ink partially exposed above the waistband of Cooper's jeans, but couldn't quite make
out what it was from this angle.“What do they mean?” Jayson asked, his fingers fanning over
Cooper's right pectoral. “Or, is that too personal?”“I. T. are the initials for my band. The
drumsticks are obvious,” Cooper said, then he covered Jayson's hand on his right breast. “I had
a twin brother named Casey. He died a few months after we were born. That's our birth date
and the day he passed away.”“Oh, wow. I'm sorry,” Jayson said.Cooper shrugged. “I don't
remember him, obviously, but I can still feel him. Probably that weird twin connection or
something.”Cooper started working on the button of Jayson's pants. He watched his fingers
lower the zipper, then spread open the flaps of fabric. Jayson groaned when Cooper's hand slid
inside and cupped him through his boxer briefs.“I remember this quite well,” Cooper said, his
gaze lifting to meet Jayson's. “Every delicious inch.” He started to smile at Jayson, but the heat
he saw smoldering in Jayson's eyes took his breath away. They needed to be naked.
Immediately.Cooper pushed the jeans from Jayson's hips and went to work on his own, while



Jayson toed off his shoes and discarded the rest of his clothes. After kicking the garments away
with his foot, Jayson started helping Cooper shed his clothes. A beat later, Jayson pulled
Cooper to him and covered his mouth. He rubbed his cock alongside Cooper's and both of them
moaned.Jayson's hands cupped Cooper's ass cheeks and squeezed the muscled globes,
pulled them apart, and let his fingers slip into the warm crease. His tongue never missed a
stroke inside Cooper's mouth; teasing the tip, and then thrusting into the back of his throat.“Oh,
God, I could come from this,” Cooper panted, his forehead dropping to the bend of Jayson's
shoulder.“Me, too,” Jayson said. The head of his cock slid through a smear of pre-come on
Cooper's stomach and Jayson arched. He tipped his hips and kept aiming for the wet spot.
Jayson wet his middle finger then pushed it further into Cooper's crease. He found the puckered
entrance and teased the opening, feeling it relaxing to take him inside. The thought of sticking
his cock in there was too much. His hips started rocking with more intent. His lips found
Cooper's neck, kissed, then sucked the skin.Jayson's hips found a steady rhythm, rocking
against Cooper's cock. Hot panting breaths and searing kisses seemed to run on forever.
Cooper was nearly out of his mind from the pleasure of Jayson's mouth and that long finger
probing his hole. He wanted more from Jayson but knew he wasn't going to last much
longer.“Fuck! I'm gonna come,” Jayson said, and shot off between them. A second later,
Cooper tensed and climaxed, too. Jayson held Cooper until their breathing calmed a bit, then
tipped his head to take another kiss.“Lay down,” Cooper said. He watched Jayson climb onto
the bed and turn onto his back. Cooper took a moment to drink in the sight of him, his legs
partially spread open, his cock still plump laying over on his hip, and that glorious pool of their
combined come sprayed all over his stomach. “Jesus, you’re beautiful. If you'd let me take a
picture, I would.”“Well, I won't, so forget about it,” Jayson said with a smirk. He lifted up to his
elbows and watched Cooper crawl up onto the bed and straddle his thighs.“No photos of you for
my spank bank?” Cooper teased. He dragged his fingers through the come on Jayson's
muscled stomach and lifted them to his mouth to taste.“Nope, you'll have to jerk-off with nothing
more to work with than memories,” Jayson said.Cooper leaned over him. “Memories work, too,”
Cooper said, and braced himself with stretched arms resting beside Jayson's arms. “It's unlikely
I'll forget one detail about you.” He licked at Jayson's lips, then slid his tongue inside.Jayson
could taste the sharp tang of their come on Cooper's tongue and his cock started hardening all
over again. “Holy Christ,” Jayson sighed. “You have no idea what you do to me.”“Maybe not, but
I know what you do to me – more specifically, what I'd like you to do to me.”“And, what's that?”
Jayson asked. He bent at the waist and lifted himself to nip at Cooper's lips. “I really want you to
fuck me,” Cooper said. “You game for that?”Jayson's fingers ran the length of Cooper's spine
and felt the man shiver from his touch. His cock was hard again and so was Cooper's. He could
feel it pulsing against his shaft. “Condoms?”“Fully stocked – just like the bar,” Cooper said. He
rolled off Jayson and reached for the bedside table. He opened up the drawer and pulled out a
foil packet and a tube of lubricant, then grabbed a handful of tissues. He cleaned the come from
Jayson's stomach first, then his own, before climbing back onto Jayson's lap. He handed the



lube to Jayson. “Stretch me,” he said. “You're too big to go all cowboy on me right
now.”“Cowboy?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, slamming into me like you're riding a bucking bronco,”
Cooper said.Jayson chuckled at Cooper's explanation and squirted the gel onto his fingers, then
slid his hand around Cooper's hip to find his crease. As the first finger pushed inside Cooper,
Jayson took Cooper's mouth. By the time Jayson added a second finger to Cooper's tight heat,
Cooper was panting.“Oh, God, Jay! Enough. I need your cock,” Cooper said.Jayson smiled at
the sound of his abbreviated name spilling from Cooper's mouth. Not too many people called
him that, but he had to say he liked hearing it from Cooper. He tore open the condom and rolled
it onto this cock, then looked up into Cooper's eyes.Big mistake.There was a mixture of so many
emotions swirling around in Cooper's pale blue eyes, Jayson wanted to drown in them. “Lift up,”
Jayson said quietly. He directed the tip of his cock to Cooper's entrance and sighed loudly when
Cooper began to sit down on him. Inch by inch, Cooper slowly took him inside; his eyes never
leaving Jayson's for a second. The rawness of the moment was etched on Cooper's flushed
face; his need, the emotion, it was all pouring out of him, and Jayson felt it, too.When he was
fully inside, Cooper bent forward and kissed Jayson. He lifted his hips slightly and sat back onto
Jayson's shaft. A strangled moan escaped both of them.“Fuck me, Jay. Remind me how good
this can feel.”Jayson thrust up and watched Cooper's face for signs of pain. All he saw was
bliss. He felt Cooper squeezing around him, making small circles with his hips on his downward
strokes. There was no way Jayson would last if Cooper kept that up. It felt too damn good. He
needed a distraction from the pleasure; anything to prolong this euphoria. He looked down at
Cooper's groin and saw the other two tattoos. A G-clef symbol was inked just to the inside of
each of his hip bones with a few musical notes in between.Cooper arched back and gripped
Jayson's shins. His cock was standing straight up; his balls snug to the root of it. Cooper was
close. Jayson could feel it inside and see the strain of the looming orgasm in every taut muscle
in Cooper's torso and thighs.“Jay, you feel so fucking good,” Cooper said, his head tipped back
over his shoulders.Jayson took Cooper's shaft in his hand and started pulling off slow strokes.
His other hand covered Cooper's pectoral muscle; his index finger and thumb lightly tugging on
the nipple piercing.“Pull on the hoops again and I'll come,” Cooper warned.Jayson tugged again
and felt Cooper's channel clamp around him. Cooper groaned loudly and started shooting all
over Jayson's chest. Seeing the ribbons of come spurting from Cooper's cock had Jayson close
to following him over the edge, but Cooper fell forward and grabbed his wrists and pushed them
above his head.Cooper's hands slid up over Jayson's open palms; fingers stretched against
fingers. “Did you come?” Cooper whispered against Jayson's mouth.“Not yet.”“Good,” Cooper
said. “Give me a minute and I'll be ready to go again.”Cooper took the kiss; owning it from the
first nip he gave to Jayson's bottom lip. He twined their fingers together and tightly held on to
Jayson's hands, keeping their arms stretched above his head. The kiss deepened with the
quicker thrusts Jayson gave to Cooper.An endless kiss and a perfect rhythm set by Jayson had
Cooper right on the edge again.“Oh, God, Jay! Keep rubbing that spot and don't stop!”Cooper
was staring down at him; chest to chest, keeping his hips still, while Jayson continued to hit that



magic spot over and over again. He saw Cooper's eyes glaze in ecstasy again and knew what
his internal strokes were doing to him.“Come with me,” Jayson demanded, looking up at him. He
gave Cooper three more quick thrusts and felt him tightening. “Now.”Jayson arched up when his
orgasm took him; the pleasure so powerful, he thought he'd pass out. He could feel the warm
release from Cooper shooting between them again and smiled. When the last tremor passed,
Cooper lay down on top of Jayson, settling his face into the bend of Jayson's neck. Their hands
were still clasped together above Jayson's head.Jayson felt it again; that twinge of something
foreign, fingers twined like long-standing lovers, the intimacy factor off the charts. He wondered
if Cooper was feeling it, too, then felt Cooper lift himself up and those intense eyes locked on
him. The moment was brief, but Jayson was nearly certain he saw it there, shimmering in the
amazing depths of Cooper's gaze.Holy. Fuck.Cooper rolled off of him and walked into the
adjoining bathroom. He came back with a hand towel dampened with warm water and began to
clean them up. Jayson watched Cooper's caring touch as he cleaned him, tenderly wiping the
towel across his stomach and groin. The action so pure and considerate; it turned Jayson's
insides soft. When Cooper was finished, he tossed the towel to the floor and laid down on his
back beside Jayson. They both stared at the ceiling in silence.Jayson was afraid to talk, for fear
he'd say something to ruin whatever it was floating between them. Then again, maybe he was
imagining the whole thing. Even more reason to keep his fucking mouth shut.Several long
moments passed, the only sound in the room being their mingled breaths as they slowed to
normal. Jayson finally took a chance and rolled his head to look at Cooper. Cooper's eyes were
down and he looked like he were sleeping. He wondered if he should get up and get dressed.
Maybe Cooper would want him to leave, now that the sex was over? If this truly were just a hook-
up, Jayson would already be half-dressed and on his way out the door. But this didn't feel like
that at all and Jayson didn't want to leave. Not yet. He wanted to talk. He wanted to hear what
was inside Cooper's head.What the hell is wrong with me?-0-Cooper felt Jayson's eyes on him
and opened his lids to see him staring at him from the opposite end of the pillow. He could see
the questions in his gaze; confusion, and even a bit of lust. He didn't know what to say or where
to start to properly articulate what it was going on between them. He was just as confused and
dumbfounded as Jayson appeared to be.“You okay?” Cooper asked.Jayson nodded, but
couldn't get his brain to formulate a complete sentence, at least one that would make sense.“I'm
hungry,” Cooper said. “I'll go get us something to eat.”That was a viable excuse, wasn't it? It
would get him out of the bedroom and away from having to deal with what he was feeling – or
what Jayson might be feeling. He knew it was the worst cop-out in the history of all cop-outs, but
right now Cooper didn't care that his actions made him look like a big pussy. He just wasn't
ready to face the man who had turned him inside out and made him feel things he'd never
expected to feel in his lifetime. Cooper needed time to catch his breath, get his head back on
straight, and see this for what it really was: a hook-up.Who the fuck are you trying to kid? This is
sooooo not a hook-up and you fucking know it!Cooper rolled off the bed and slipped into his
jeans. He zipped them halfway, and left the bedroom. He walked to the galley kitchen and



began removing the trays of food from the refrigerator and cabinets the flight attendant had left
for him. He stared at the food until his vision blurred; his hands gripping the edge of the counter-
top. There was something very different about being with Jayson; so different it made his head
spin, and his heart ache. But, what the fuck did it all mean? And, what the hell was he expected
to do about it?Cooper growled to himself for being such an idiot. He started placing the food
onto an etched glass tray the flight attendant had left out on the counter-top for him to use; all the
while rehearsing what he would say to Jayson when he got back in the bedroom. Once he had
everything he needed, he drew in a long breath and closed his eyes. He did his best to collect
himself, then started walking down the hallway.It was time to face the music – and Jayson.-0-
Cooper used his bare foot to kick open the bedroom door. Jayson was out of bed and slipping
back into his jeans. Cooper watched for a minute, then set the tray down onto the end of the
bed.“Are you leaving?” Cooper asked. A knot was forming in his stomach at an alarming rate.“I
don't know,” Jayson said with a shrug of one shoulder. “I wasn't sure if you wanted me to stay, or
how much time you had left to be here.”“I have as much time as I want,” Cooper said, trying not
to sound defensive. “And, I really was hoping you'd stay for a while. At least let me feed you
before you leave.” Cooper watched Jayson nod, then started pulling the lids off the plastic
containers. “Aren't you hungry?”“Yeah, I could eat something,” Jayson said, and a slow smile
began to lift his lips.Cooper looked up at Jayson and smirked at his comment. “I have something
for you to eat, but I'll save that for dessert – that is, if you're still interested,” Cooper said.Jayson
moved around the bed in two long strides and stood in front of Cooper; bare chest to bare chest.
His large hand clamped onto the side of Cooper's neck. Cooper flinched from the sudden
action. Jayson had a good three inches over Cooper and more muscle mass to his frame. He
could use his body to intimidate if he needed, but this time he just wanted to make his intentions
clear and for Cooper to hear him. Jayson's eyes turned dark as he stared down at Cooper's
breathtaking pale blue iris's. Cooper's breath was coming fast, as Jayson's thumb pad skimmed
over Cooper's bottom lip. The soft touch to Cooper's lips was a nice contradiction to the grip
Jayson had on his neck and Jayson felt Cooper shiver.“Make no mistake,” Jayson said. “I'm
interested.”Cooper pressed his hand against the warm skin on Jayson's chest. He watched his
fingers fan through the soft swirls of dark hair covering the pectoral muscle, then his eyes lifted
to Jayson's. “I'm happy to hear that,” he said with quiet resolve.In some weird way, it felt like they
had reached some sort of agreement. It seemed to settle something between them, but Jayson
still had many questions for Cooper and he was hoping he'd find his balls to ask Cooper while
they ate.“Do you like shellfish?” Cooper asked.“I live at the ocean,” Jayson smiled. “I like any
kind of seafood.”Cooper's mouth tipped up in a boyish grin. “I figured as much,” he said. “But,
just in case, I had the caterers throw in some grilled steak tips and marinated chicken,
too.”Jayson's mouth began to water, as he eyed all the delicious selections of food Cooper was
laying out for them to eat. There was a mound of colossal-sized cooked shrimp and cocktail
sauce, chunks of lobster tail meat on toothpicks, the steak tips, and marinated chicken strips.
He watched Cooper take a shrimp, dip it into the cocktail sauce, then lifted it to Jayson's mouth.



With his eyes locked on Cooper's, Jayson parted his lips and allowed Cooper to slide the wide
end of the shrimp between his lips.Cooper's gaze lifted to Jayson's eyes. Heat pulsed between
them, dilating their pupils and swirling the length of their spines. Cooper was the first to look
away and stared at Jayson's mouth; watching him as he took a bite of the shrimp and start to
chew. Watching Jayson's mouth moving and the sounds of satisfaction radiating from this throat
made Cooper's cock begin to stir with renewed interest.“Your moans are making me hard again,”
Cooper said, offering another bite of shrimp to Jayson.Jayson chewed the shrimp piece; his
large hand cupped Cooper's groin and lightly squeezed. “Feels like you're getting dessert ready
for me.”Cooper laughed and climbed up onto the bed and Jayson followed, resting against the
pillows propped up at the wall. Cooper pulled the food tray closer and handed Jayson a large
chunk of cooked lobster tail meat. Jayson popped it into his mouth and moaned again.“This is
so damn good,” Jayson said. “I swear I could eat lobster anytime of the day; including for
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forgotten.Alfred R. MacConnell1929 ~ 2013PrologueZander Metcalf's Party, Martha's Vineyard
Estate…Cooper Rand was a happy-go-lucky guy, even though he'd been through a mountain of
shit in his twenty-eight years. He had a thick head of wavy blond hair, crystal blue eyes, with the
skin tone and lean muscled physique of a professional surfer. True, he'd spent a fair amount of
time in his late teens and early twenties surfing some of the best beaches California's West
Coast had to offer, but for the most part, he'd given it up at the age of twenty-two when he
signed-on to be the drummer for the notorious rock band, Ivory Tower.He toured the world now,
banging the skins on one of the largest drum kits in the business. For the last six years while
touring, it had been a new stage or a new country every few days. There wasn't a major city
around the world he hadn't set foot in, even if the only part he'd managed to see was the tarmac
of their airport runway from the inside of a plane.For better or worse, he was a drummer, always
had been, even tapping rhythms in the womb; or so his mother always said. He learned to play a
variety of instruments when he was growing up: guitar, piano, even saxophone, but it was the
drums that got his heart pumping. It was the one instrument he could use his entire body to
play.In his youth, the constant twitching and tapping was called nervous energy by this teachers
and family. He knew better than that. All his senses; whether it be sight, taste, touch, or
especially sound, translated into intricate beats of rhythm to him, each resonating through waves
of synchronized musical notes. It was the language he understood best and the one thing in his
life that ever made any sense.He had gone the garage band route in junior high; performing at
house parties and school dances, but by the time he entered high school he was already lying
about his age and playing the local club circuit. By twenty, he was classified as a professional;
playing drums for a succession of regionally well-known bands. Cooper hit the big time when
Ivory Tower fired their first drummer and he took a chance by auditioning for them. He went into
that test session with the goofy confidence he was known for, and nailed it. He'd only played
one Ivory Tower classic song for them when Zander told him to stop, then asked if Cooper had a
passport. Six months later, he was performing in London.Being the youngest – and newest
member of Ivory Tower, Cooper took a lot of heat. They teased him about his slightly shorter
stature; coming in at a respectable five feet ten inches, versus the rest of them being an inch or
two over six feet tall. Once, they sprinkled itching powder into his boxer briefs backstage before



a show and somehow Cooper managed to overcome the side-effects and ended up playing one
of his best shows on that tour. Another time they used his irrational fear of snakes against him
and planted a small garter snake in the cow bell of his drum kit. Halfway through the first song,
the twelve-inch snake slid out and plopped onto Cooper's snare drum. Cooper saw it and
screamed like a girl, then launched himself off the back of his drum kit, nearly breaking his neck
in the process.It was the band's form of hazing and somehow Cooper had survived it with his
typical go-with-the-flow grace that in the end endeared him with each and every member of the
band and their road crew. Cooper was the guy they all wanted to hang out with; the guy that
made them laugh even on their worst days, and his skills behind the drums made him
irreplaceable to them.Cooper's good-natured spirit left him susceptible prey for someone's
practical joke and tonight at Zander's party he found himself as Wheland's target, being tossed
fully clothed into the in-ground pool. The action brought a quick round of laughter from the fifty
or so invited guests and Cooper laughed, too. He didn't mind being the butt of Wheland's joke,
because he knew in the end payback was a bitch and his mind was already swirling with the
many ways he could make Wheland pay.Cooper took the stairs two at a time to the second floor
of the ocean-side estate Zander was renting on the island of Martha's Vineyard. He needed to
get out of his wet clothes – courtesy of Wheland tossing him into the pool, before he got cold.
He changed quickly into a clean pair of jeans and white polo shirt, then grabbed the joint and
lighter from the top of the dresser on his way out of the guest room to return to the party. He
hurried downstairs, still adjusting this shirt and finger combing his damp hair. He came through
the kitchen looking at his bare feet and ready to step back out onto the busy patio and slammed
into the solid wall of a wide chest. The scent of something deliciously masculine hit his nose and
Cooper's eyes lifted, helping the man catch his beer bottle just before it hit the stone patio
bricks.“Jesus, I'm sorry about that,” Cooper said. His gaze finally settled on the man's face, skin
darkened by the sun and framed by thick, deep brown hair, and eyes an extraordinary shade of
blue-gray; a color unlike any Cooper had ever seen.“Good save, Cooper,” the man said, standing
upright and lifting the beer bottle to his lips.Cooper tipped his head. “Have we met?” Cooper
asked. He'd have to be blind or unconscious not to remember meeting a guy like this.“You're
Cooper Rand, the drummer for Ivory Tower,” the guy said. “Who wouldn't know that?”Cooper
watched the man smile; nice full lips slowly curling up, the bottom a little plumper than the top –
just the way Cooper liked it. Christ! He was getting hard thinking about how good it would feel to
suck that bottom lip into his mouth. Cooper blinked to regain control of himself and quickly
became lost again when he saw the tiny dimples forming on each of the man's cheeks.Fuck me,
please!“What's your name?” Cooper finally managed.“Oh, sorry about that. I'm Jayson Keller; a
friend of Chase and Danni,” he said, extending his hand to Cooper. “I'm a fan, so meeting you
face-to-face is a thrill.”“A fan?” Cooper asked and then smiled.“Not the crazy, stalker type; just a
fan,” Jayson said.Why couldn't he wipe the ridiculous smile off his face, Cooper thought?Jesus!
Pull your shit together!“Do you need another beer?” Cooper asked Jayson.“Nope, since you
were quick enough to catch this one for me, I'm still good. Thanks.”“Oh, okay. Well, I could use a



cold one,” Cooper said, stumbling over his words.Jayson nodded, not wanting to end the
conversation, but sensing Cooper was ready to move on to something else. He started to step
away and Cooper touched his forearm. The sudden zing of heat that shot through him made him
flinch.“Listen, I was about to go smoke a joint,” Cooper said. “Care to join me?”“A joint?” Jayson
asked. He hadn't been stoned since high school, but when someone like Cooper asked, it
suddenly seemed like the next best thing since NFL football and beer.“I was thinking of taking a
break from the party,” Cooper said and shrugged. “Maybe go to the beach, clear my head; get
high. You interested, Jayson Keller?”“I suppose I could go for a walk,” Jayson said.The stupid
smile returned to Cooper's face and getting another beer was completely forgotten. He led
Jayson from the party and walked down the crushed stone driveway side-by-side with him. He
took the pathway through the knee-high sea grass ahead of Jayson, simply because he knew it
would be dangerous for him to be in a position to stare at the man's backside while they walked
over the dunes to the beach. Boy, Chase was going to get an earful next time Cooper saw him.
Cooper couldn't believe Chase hadn't mentioned he had a friend as hot as Jayson. Then again,
he had no idea if Jayson swung that way, so most likely it made not one bit of difference how
appealing Jayson was to him.Cooper most definitely swung that way. He loved being with
women and men, sometimes at the same time, more often though, it was one-on-one. Although
he'd slept with lots of women, he greatly preferred being with a man and identified himself as
being gay; more so than bisexual. He just couldn't seem to make the final leap to being with only
men. And, committing to just one man – well, that was as far out of the realm of probability as he
could get. Cooper simply couldn't do that; didn't think he was wired to think that way. It was
easier to walk away before the situation could cause him pain, so that's what he did. Often.
Love 'em. Leave 'em. Don't go back for more. That was his motto. It kept life interesting. It also
kept his heart safe.And, it kept him alone.Cooper walked across the beach toward the canvas
roofed cabana that came along with the estate's beach property. The sand was cool on his bare
feet, but there was no way in hell he'd complain about it. He was too happy to be alone with
Jayson to worry about his feet. He pulled the joint and lighter from his front pocket and ducked
underneath the tented overhang, then sat down on the end of the double-wide chaise lounge
chair.He wasn't sure why, but he was nervous. He glanced up at Jayson, still standing beside
the lounger with his hands pushed deep into the front pockets of his pants, and realized Jayson
seemed to be experiencing the same case of nerves. Cooper also couldn't help but notice the
muscled thighs and the enticing bulge outlined beneath Jayson's pants, too.Fuck! You're losing
it – and fast.Cooper needed a conversational ice-breaker, something familiar for them to talk
about, before he asked Jayson the very obvious – and stupid question: “Hey, are you into
dudes?”“So, you're a friend of Chase and Danni?” Cooper finally asked. He set the joint and
lighter on the cushion beside his leg and leaned back on straight arms; doing his best not to
stare at the impressive packaging of Jayson. Head-to-toe, the man was defined nicely without
being over the top. For a split second, Cooper allowed himself to wonder what Jayson might
look like naked.“Yeah, Chase and I have known each other for about twelve years or so,” Jayson



said.Cooper's question seemed to loosen the nervous tension a bit because Jayson finally sat
down beside him, but kept a safe distance. Both of them stared at the horizon, inky black with
the moon concealed behind clouds. They couldn't see the ocean but they could hear the surf
crashing onto the beach a short distance away.“What do you think of Chase's new… situation?”
Cooper asked.“You mean between him, Alex and Danni?” Jayson asked.Cooper nodded. “A
three-way is Alex's preferred dynamic. It's rare when Alex finds it, but I wasn't surprised to see it
unfolding at all. It was a crazy summer watching him and Chase getting together.”“And, I had no
clue it was happening,” Jayson said. “Until I showed up unannounced and saw them laying
together by the pool. Something felt off when I saw it, but I couldn't be certain.”“Did you ask him
about it?” Cooper asked.“A couple of days later I drove to his job site and asked him,” Jayson
said. “I was shocked, to say the least. I had absolutely no idea Chase went … that way. In all
the years I've known Chase, I've only seen him with girls and he's never once hinted otherwise.
Not even a lingering glance at a guy. Nothing.”“Does it bother you?” Cooper asked, and held his
breath.“Fuck, no,” Jayson said. “Whatever makes him and Danni happy, I'm for it.”Cooper
glanced at Jayson and quickly looked away. “Being with Alex definitely seems to make your
friends happy and I've never seen Alex this content or… domesticated.”“He won't hurt them, will
he?” Jayson asked.“Nah, Alex is genuine,” Cooper said. “If this were a game to him, he would've
gotten bored long ago and walked away. He's in it for the long haul. I can tell.”“Has Alex always
been in a three-way relationship?” Jayson asked.“I only know of one other,” Cooper said. “It
ended right around the time I joined the band, so I don't have any personal knowledge of it, just
what I was told by the others.”“I imagine being in a band you do all sorts of crazy shit,
right?”Cooper wasn't sure what Jayson meant by that question and wasn't sure how he should
respond.“Define crazy,” Cooper said, raising one eyebrow and grinning.Jayson laughed. “I don't
know,” he said with a shrug. “Everyone always assumes professional musicians live a life filled
with wild orgies seven nights a week.”“I've done my fair share of crazy shit, but we try and limit
our orgies to three nights a week and not the full seven,” Cooper said.Jayson chuckled; a deep
throaty sound that had all the fine hairs on Cooper's forearms standing up on end. This man
captivated him in every sense. Sitting beside him, Cooper could feel the pulse of heat bouncing
between them.Cooper drew in a long breath, trying to reconnect his brain with his tongue.
Jayson's tantalizing cologne suddenly filled his nose and lungs and Cooper was right back to
being overwhelmed with this man's presence. When had this ever happened to him? Cooper
scratched his head and the loose waves of hair.“You like the rock star lifestyle?” Jayson
asked.Jayson's voice was soft like a caress and Cooper almost missed the question. He
glanced at Jayson and those amazing blue-gray eyes stared back at him. Beautiful, glistening
eyes, surrounded by long, dark lashes and Cooper nearly grabbed his face to plant a kiss on
him.Cooper blinked and cleared his throat. “The lifestyle is good,” he said with a nod. “No
orgies, just lots of hook-ups. Not much time for more than that.” Cooper looked at Jayson and
did his best to hold his gaze. “What about you? You got a girl or something?”“Hell, no,” Jayson
said.“No time or no interest?” Cooper asked.“Both,” Jayson said.Their eyes met again and



Cooper saw something spark in Jayson's. He hoped like hell it was interest, but he still wasn't
sure. It wasn't usually this difficult to read another man's sexual interest – or not, but with Jayson
he kept coming up empty. Except for his eyes, Jayson was saying quite a bit with those liquid
pools of emotion, but until Cooper decoded the messages Jayson was sending with them,
Cooper was left playing his guessing games.Cooper wouldn't risk making a move on Jayson
with nothing more than an assumption to guide him and he didn't much like the idea his pass at
Jayson could end with a punch to the face. Jayson had a bit more bulk to his muscled frame and
Cooper was certain a punch from Jayson could flatten him. He considered texting Alex and
having him ask Chase about his friend, but his phone beeped before he had a chance to follow
through with it.Cooper glanced at the caller I.D. and saw Wheland's message. He read it to
himself and rolled his eyes, then set his phone beside his leg.“Do you need to get back?” Jayson
asked.“No, not yet. Wheland's just asking where I disappeared to,” Cooper said. “But, right now,
I need to get stoned.”Cooper put the joint between his lips and used the lighter to spark the end.
A moment later, Cooper filled his lungs with smoke, briefly held it, then exhaled. He offered the
joint to Jayson. “You want a hit?”Jayson took a drag of smoke, held and then released it. “Christ,
I can't remember the last time I got high,” he said. “Probably not since high school.”Cooper took
the joint from Jayson's fingers and lifted it to his mouth again. “That long? Does that mean I'll be
getting blamed for corrupting you?”Jayson laughed and Cooper found himself staring at
Jayson's mouth. He loved the way the man's lips curled when he smiled, and the sound of his
laughter … it was enough to make his dick hard. He took another hit off the joint, slowly
releasing the smoke and passed it back to Jayson. Watching Jayson's lips wrap around the joint
triggered something inside Cooper. The risk of being punched in the face for an unwanted pass
no longer seemed to matter. He needed to kiss this man. Now.“I'm guessing back then you'd
get high at parties, maybe sit around in a circle with your buddies passing a joint and drinking
cheap beer all night. That sound about right?” Cooper asked.“Yep, you nailed it,” Jayson
chuckled.Cooper leaned closer to Jayson; bumping shoulders with him. “Maybe if you were
really lucky you had a chick sitting next to you and you'd share the hit with her,” he said in a low
voice. He took a deep drag off the joint filling his lungs and held the breath, waiting for Jayson to
face him. He wasn't positive he would turn, but a second later Jayson did. Cooper closed the
distance between their faces by another couple of inches and slowly began to release the hit of
smoke from his lungs in one drawn-out focused stream aimed directly at Jayson's lips. He
watched Jayson close his eyes and partially open his mouth, inhaling the smoke as it began to
bathe his face. Cooper nudged his nose against Jayson's and he heard Jayson's exhale of
smoke sounding much like a sigh. If Jayson was going to pull back from him, now would be the
time. Otherwise, Cooper was going for that kiss his body was absolutely aching for him to
take.The brush of lips was feather light. Cooper could feel Jayson's breath, quick and fast
against his face, the effect this was giving Cooper was making him dizzy. His heart was
pounding in his chest and his palms were sweaty. This felt like his first kiss ever, sweet,
tentative, and it took every ounce of willpower for him not to rush in to it and devour Jayson



where he sat, because that is what he really wanted to do.“This okay?” Cooper whispered,
offering teasing licks to Jayson's parted lips.Jayson nodded, opened his mouth wider, and
leaned in to Cooper. Cooper dropped the joint onto the sand and slid his hand around the back
of Jayson's neck. His hand eased Jayson closer and their mouths completely fused together,
tongues reaching forward seeking the warmth of the other.Cooper sighed when he felt Jayson
kissing him back, using strong confident strokes of his tongue and Cooper thought he'd come
from the pleasure. He turned slightly to his side and used both hands to grip the thick column of
Jayson's neck; fanning his fingers on the nape and pushing them up against his scalp and into
the soft waves of his hair. Together they began to fall backward until they ended up reclined on
the cushion, heads facing each other, their feet still resting in the sand.Cooper finally broke the
seal of their mouths and pressed his forehead to Jayson's. “Thank God,” he said.“For what?”
Jayson asked.“Thank God I went with my gut,” Cooper said, rolling onto his back. “I wasn't
getting a clear vibe from you and I'm not a fan of getting punched in the face.”“That makes two of
us,” Jayson said. “I wasn't sure if you were trying to kiss me or show me your pot smoking
techniques.”Cooper grabbed at Jayson's shirt and pulled him down to him. “I'm going to flatten
Chase for not telling me he had a hot friend that's into dudes.”Jayson turned onto his side, his
face hovered over Cooper's. His fingers combed through Cooper's hair, moving the thick waves
off his forehead. “In Chase's defense, he's only known I'm into dudes for a few days. After I
found out about him, I figured he might as well know about me.”“Best friends all that time and
neither of you knew about the other?” Cooper asked.“Imagine that,” Jayson said, and the grin he
gifted Cooper with was enough to stop the man's heart.Cooper nuzzled his lips against
Jayson's, lightly biting the full bottom lip that had been driving him to distraction for the last hour.
“Gay or bi, like your friend?” he asked.“Gay.”“Top or bottom?”“I like both.”“Hmmm, lucky me,”
Cooper said, and smiled against Jayson's mouth.Jayson controlled this kiss, sliding a thigh over
Cooper's and rubbing his erection into Cooper's hip. It was surreal to think he was laying here
making-out with one of his favorite rock stars, even more dreamlike was feeling the evidence
Cooper was just as turned-on. Jayson slid his tongue deeper into Cooper's mouth. The moan
that rattled from Cooper's throat almost made him come in his pants.Cooper started reaching for
the hem of Jayson's polo shirt. “We're wearing too many clothes,” he said.Jayson sat up and
pulled the shirt over his head, then he helped Cooper do the same. They crashed together onto
the cushion; bare chest pressed to bare chest, their mouths so close their breaths mingled
together.Cooper couldn't remember being this turned on from a few simple kisses. Everything
about Jayson was arousing, even the woodsy scent of his skin; he couldn't get enough.
Cooper's fingers slid over the muscles of Jayson's back. He eased off from the kiss, trying to
catch his breath, attempting to keep himself from totally being swept away.“Christ, I love the way
you kiss,” Cooper said on a sigh.“I was thinking the same about you,” Jayson said.Jayson stole
another kiss and Cooper moaned. “This is intense,” Cooper said.“That's a good thing, isn't it?”
Jayson asked.“It's fucking phenomenal – and completely unexpected.”“Unexpected? Why?”
Jayson asked.“I hadn't expected to feel…”“Feel what?” Jayson asked, nudging his nose to



Cooper's.“The chemistry,” Cooper said. “It's good. Really good.”Jayson's hand slipped between
them and cupped the hard mound of Cooper's erection. He squeezed the hard length through
the denim and stroked Cooper with his fingers.“Holy Christ,” Cooper panted. His hands went to
the waistband of his jeans, frantically trying to unbutton them and yank down the zipper, as if his
pants were on fire. Jayson took another kiss from him, sucking Cooper's tongue into his mouth
this time, then nipping the tip. Jayson was positively unraveling him and Cooper was close to
losing his mind and exploding inside his boxer briefs, all at the same time.Jayson's hand slipped
into the open flaps of Cooper's jeans and went directly beneath the cotton briefs for his cock.
His fingers wrapped around the head, collected the pre-come on his palm, then slid down to
stroke the thick shaft. Cooper rolled flat on his back and arched off the cushion, thrusting his
cock up into Jayson's fist. Jayson kissed Cooper's chest, then licked his way to a nipple. His
tongue circled Cooper's light brown disk, then flicked at the tiny metal hoop piercing before
lightly tugging on it with his teeth. Jayson wished it were daylight. He wanted to see the
piercings and the tattoos he'd seen in photographs adorning Cooper's torso. For now, he'd
settle for using his tongue to map Cooper's beautiful chest.“Oh, fuck! You're gonna make me
come,” Cooper sighed.Jayson pulled off another stroke on Cooper's cock; his teeth still tugging
on the nipple piercing. He felt Cooper's cock pulse in his grip. He could tell Cooper was close to
orgasm and he loved the fact he was pushing him there so quickly.“Don't stop! Don't stop,”
Cooper pleaded.Jayson had no intention of stopping, but it was nice to hear Cooper beg for the
release. One more tight stroke and Cooper started coming; shooting all over his stomach and
chest, even managed to spray some across Jayson's arm. Jayson kissed Cooper through the
aftershocks and waited for his breathing to calm.“Damn, that's embarrassing,” Cooper finally
said. “I usually have a lot more self-control, but your mouth is deadly.”Jayson looked down at
Cooper's glazed expression. “I've barely touched you with my mouth.”“Jesus, I know,” Cooper
said. “I'm afraid to imagine what your mouth could do to my cock.” Cooper ran his fingers over
the side of Jayson's face and lips. “Why don't you lay back and I'll see if I can destroy you with
my mouth.”Cooper was busy licking his way across the hard planes of Jayson's chest; rubbed
his cheek into the soft hair between his pectoral muscles and was moving lower when his cell
phone buzzed announcing another text message. Cooper sat up and reached for his phone to
read the message. It was another one from Wheland.“Get your ass back here,” Wheland
typed.“Damn it,” Cooper said and typed back a quick message. “I'm almost done. Give me
five.”“Do you need to get back to the party?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, I do, but I'm not leaving you
like this,” Cooper said. He pressed on Jayson's chest until he was flat on his back again, then
his mouth returned to Jayson's sensitive nipple. “I'm going to suck your cock hard and fast and
make you come down my throat,” Cooper said against the stiffened nub, gently biting it. “Then,
after the party is over and I'm officially off the clock, you and I can continue this private party up
in my room. I promise I'll last a lot longer than I did this time.”PrologueZander Metcalf's Party,
Martha's Vineyard Estate…Cooper Rand was a happy-go-lucky guy, even though he'd been
through a mountain of shit in his twenty-eight years. He had a thick head of wavy blond hair,



crystal blue eyes, with the skin tone and lean muscled physique of a professional surfer. True,
he'd spent a fair amount of time in his late teens and early twenties surfing some of the best
beaches California's West Coast had to offer, but for the most part, he'd given it up at the age of
twenty-two when he signed-on to be the drummer for the notorious rock band, Ivory Tower.He
toured the world now, banging the skins on one of the largest drum kits in the business. For the
last six years while touring, it had been a new stage or a new country every few days. There
wasn't a major city around the world he hadn't set foot in, even if the only part he'd managed to
see was the tarmac of their airport runway from the inside of a plane.For better or worse, he was
a drummer, always had been, even tapping rhythms in the womb; or so his mother always said.
He learned to play a variety of instruments when he was growing up: guitar, piano, even
saxophone, but it was the drums that got his heart pumping. It was the one instrument he could
use his entire body to play.In his youth, the constant twitching and tapping was called nervous
energy by this teachers and family. He knew better than that. All his senses; whether it be sight,
taste, touch, or especially sound, translated into intricate beats of rhythm to him, each
resonating through waves of synchronized musical notes. It was the language he understood
best and the one thing in his life that ever made any sense.He had gone the garage band route
in junior high; performing at house parties and school dances, but by the time he entered high
school he was already lying about his age and playing the local club circuit. By twenty, he was
classified as a professional; playing drums for a succession of regionally well-known bands.
Cooper hit the big time when Ivory Tower fired their first drummer and he took a chance by
auditioning for them. He went into that test session with the goofy confidence he was known for,
and nailed it. He'd only played one Ivory Tower classic song for them when Zander told him to
stop, then asked if Cooper had a passport. Six months later, he was performing in
London.Being the youngest – and newest member of Ivory Tower, Cooper took a lot of heat.
They teased him about his slightly shorter stature; coming in at a respectable five feet ten
inches, versus the rest of them being an inch or two over six feet tall. Once, they sprinkled
itching powder into his boxer briefs backstage before a show and somehow Cooper managed to
overcome the side-effects and ended up playing one of his best shows on that tour. Another
time they used his irrational fear of snakes against him and planted a small garter snake in the
cow bell of his drum kit. Halfway through the first song, the twelve-inch snake slid out and
plopped onto Cooper's snare drum. Cooper saw it and screamed like a girl, then launched
himself off the back of his drum kit, nearly breaking his neck in the process.It was the band's
form of hazing and somehow Cooper had survived it with his typical go-with-the-flow grace that
in the end endeared him with each and every member of the band and their road crew. Cooper
was the guy they all wanted to hang out with; the guy that made them laugh even on their worst
days, and his skills behind the drums made him irreplaceable to them.Cooper's good-natured
spirit left him susceptible prey for someone's practical joke and tonight at Zander's party he
found himself as Wheland's target, being tossed fully clothed into the in-ground pool. The action
brought a quick round of laughter from the fifty or so invited guests and Cooper laughed, too. He



didn't mind being the butt of Wheland's joke, because he knew in the end payback was a bitch
and his mind was already swirling with the many ways he could make Wheland pay.Cooper took
the stairs two at a time to the second floor of the ocean-side estate Zander was renting on the
island of Martha's Vineyard. He needed to get out of his wet clothes – courtesy of Wheland
tossing him into the pool, before he got cold. He changed quickly into a clean pair of jeans and
white polo shirt, then grabbed the joint and lighter from the top of the dresser on his way out of
the guest room to return to the party. He hurried downstairs, still adjusting this shirt and finger
combing his damp hair. He came through the kitchen looking at his bare feet and ready to step
back out onto the busy patio and slammed into the solid wall of a wide chest. The scent of
something deliciously masculine hit his nose and Cooper's eyes lifted, helping the man catch his
beer bottle just before it hit the stone patio bricks.“Jesus, I'm sorry about that,” Cooper said. His
gaze finally settled on the man's face, skin darkened by the sun and framed by thick, deep
brown hair, and eyes an extraordinary shade of blue-gray; a color unlike any Cooper had ever
seen.“Good save, Cooper,” the man said, standing upright and lifting the beer bottle to his
lips.Cooper tipped his head. “Have we met?” Cooper asked. He'd have to be blind or
unconscious not to remember meeting a guy like this.“You're Cooper Rand, the drummer for
Ivory Tower,” the guy said. “Who wouldn't know that?”Cooper watched the man smile; nice full
lips slowly curling up, the bottom a little plumper than the top – just the way Cooper liked it.
Christ! He was getting hard thinking about how good it would feel to suck that bottom lip into his
mouth. Cooper blinked to regain control of himself and quickly became lost again when he saw
the tiny dimples forming on each of the man's cheeks.Fuck me, please!“What's your name?”
Cooper finally managed.“Oh, sorry about that. I'm Jayson Keller; a friend of Chase and Danni,”
he said, extending his hand to Cooper. “I'm a fan, so meeting you face-to-face is a thrill.”“A fan?”
Cooper asked and then smiled.“Not the crazy, stalker type; just a fan,” Jayson said.Why couldn't
he wipe the ridiculous smile off his face, Cooper thought?Jesus! Pull your shit together!“Do you
need another beer?” Cooper asked Jayson.“Nope, since you were quick enough to catch this
one for me, I'm still good. Thanks.”“Oh, okay. Well, I could use a cold one,” Cooper said,
stumbling over his words.Jayson nodded, not wanting to end the conversation, but sensing
Cooper was ready to move on to something else. He started to step away and Cooper touched
his forearm. The sudden zing of heat that shot through him made him flinch.“Listen, I was about
to go smoke a joint,” Cooper said. “Care to join me?”“A joint?” Jayson asked. He hadn't been
stoned since high school, but when someone like Cooper asked, it suddenly seemed like the
next best thing since NFL football and beer.“I was thinking of taking a break from the party,”
Cooper said and shrugged. “Maybe go to the beach, clear my head; get high. You interested,
Jayson Keller?”“I suppose I could go for a walk,” Jayson said.The stupid smile returned to
Cooper's face and getting another beer was completely forgotten. He led Jayson from the party
and walked down the crushed stone driveway side-by-side with him. He took the pathway
through the knee-high sea grass ahead of Jayson, simply because he knew it would be
dangerous for him to be in a position to stare at the man's backside while they walked over the



dunes to the beach. Boy, Chase was going to get an earful next time Cooper saw him. Cooper
couldn't believe Chase hadn't mentioned he had a friend as hot as Jayson. Then again, he had
no idea if Jayson swung that way, so most likely it made not one bit of difference how appealing
Jayson was to him.Cooper most definitely swung that way. He loved being with women and
men, sometimes at the same time, more often though, it was one-on-one. Although he'd slept
with lots of women, he greatly preferred being with a man and identified himself as being gay;
more so than bisexual. He just couldn't seem to make the final leap to being with only men.
And, committing to just one man – well, that was as far out of the realm of probability as he could
get. Cooper simply couldn't do that; didn't think he was wired to think that way. It was easier to
walk away before the situation could cause him pain, so that's what he did. Often. Love 'em.
Leave 'em. Don't go back for more. That was his motto. It kept life interesting. It also kept his
heart safe.And, it kept him alone.Cooper walked across the beach toward the canvas roofed
cabana that came along with the estate's beach property. The sand was cool on his bare feet,
but there was no way in hell he'd complain about it. He was too happy to be alone with Jayson to
worry about his feet. He pulled the joint and lighter from his front pocket and ducked underneath
the tented overhang, then sat down on the end of the double-wide chaise lounge chair.He wasn't
sure why, but he was nervous. He glanced up at Jayson, still standing beside the lounger with
his hands pushed deep into the front pockets of his pants, and realized Jayson seemed to be
experiencing the same case of nerves. Cooper also couldn't help but notice the muscled thighs
and the enticing bulge outlined beneath Jayson's pants, too.Fuck! You're losing it – and
fast.Cooper needed a conversational ice-breaker, something familiar for them to talk about,
before he asked Jayson the very obvious – and stupid question: “Hey, are you into dudes?”“So,
you're a friend of Chase and Danni?” Cooper finally asked. He set the joint and lighter on the
cushion beside his leg and leaned back on straight arms; doing his best not to stare at the
impressive packaging of Jayson. Head-to-toe, the man was defined nicely without being over
the top. For a split second, Cooper allowed himself to wonder what Jayson might look like
naked.“Yeah, Chase and I have known each other for about twelve years or so,” Jayson
said.Cooper's question seemed to loosen the nervous tension a bit because Jayson finally sat
down beside him, but kept a safe distance. Both of them stared at the horizon, inky black with
the moon concealed behind clouds. They couldn't see the ocean but they could hear the surf
crashing onto the beach a short distance away.“What do you think of Chase's new… situation?”
Cooper asked.“You mean between him, Alex and Danni?” Jayson asked.Cooper nodded. “A
three-way is Alex's preferred dynamic. It's rare when Alex finds it, but I wasn't surprised to see it
unfolding at all. It was a crazy summer watching him and Chase getting together.”“And, I had no
clue it was happening,” Jayson said. “Until I showed up unannounced and saw them laying
together by the pool. Something felt off when I saw it, but I couldn't be certain.”“Did you ask him
about it?” Cooper asked.“A couple of days later I drove to his job site and asked him,” Jayson
said. “I was shocked, to say the least. I had absolutely no idea Chase went … that way. In all
the years I've known Chase, I've only seen him with girls and he's never once hinted otherwise.



Not even a lingering glance at a guy. Nothing.”“Does it bother you?” Cooper asked, and held his
breath.“Fuck, no,” Jayson said. “Whatever makes him and Danni happy, I'm for it.”Cooper
glanced at Jayson and quickly looked away. “Being with Alex definitely seems to make your
friends happy and I've never seen Alex this content or… domesticated.”“He won't hurt them, will
he?” Jayson asked.“Nah, Alex is genuine,” Cooper said. “If this were a game to him, he would've
gotten bored long ago and walked away. He's in it for the long haul. I can tell.”“Has Alex always
been in a three-way relationship?” Jayson asked.“I only know of one other,” Cooper said. “It
ended right around the time I joined the band, so I don't have any personal knowledge of it, just
what I was told by the others.”“I imagine being in a band you do all sorts of crazy shit,
right?”Cooper wasn't sure what Jayson meant by that question and wasn't sure how he should
respond.“Define crazy,” Cooper said, raising one eyebrow and grinning.Jayson laughed. “I don't
know,” he said with a shrug. “Everyone always assumes professional musicians live a life filled
with wild orgies seven nights a week.”“I've done my fair share of crazy shit, but we try and limit
our orgies to three nights a week and not the full seven,” Cooper said.Jayson chuckled; a deep
throaty sound that had all the fine hairs on Cooper's forearms standing up on end. This man
captivated him in every sense. Sitting beside him, Cooper could feel the pulse of heat bouncing
between them.Cooper drew in a long breath, trying to reconnect his brain with his tongue.
Jayson's tantalizing cologne suddenly filled his nose and lungs and Cooper was right back to
being overwhelmed with this man's presence. When had this ever happened to him? Cooper
scratched his head and the loose waves of hair.“You like the rock star lifestyle?” Jayson
asked.Jayson's voice was soft like a caress and Cooper almost missed the question. He
glanced at Jayson and those amazing blue-gray eyes stared back at him. Beautiful, glistening
eyes, surrounded by long, dark lashes and Cooper nearly grabbed his face to plant a kiss on
him.Cooper blinked and cleared his throat. “The lifestyle is good,” he said with a nod. “No
orgies, just lots of hook-ups. Not much time for more than that.” Cooper looked at Jayson and
did his best to hold his gaze. “What about you? You got a girl or something?”“Hell, no,” Jayson
said.“No time or no interest?” Cooper asked.“Both,” Jayson said.Their eyes met again and
Cooper saw something spark in Jayson's. He hoped like hell it was interest, but he still wasn't
sure. It wasn't usually this difficult to read another man's sexual interest – or not, but with Jayson
he kept coming up empty. Except for his eyes, Jayson was saying quite a bit with those liquid
pools of emotion, but until Cooper decoded the messages Jayson was sending with them,
Cooper was left playing his guessing games.Cooper wouldn't risk making a move on Jayson
with nothing more than an assumption to guide him and he didn't much like the idea his pass at
Jayson could end with a punch to the face. Jayson had a bit more bulk to his muscled frame and
Cooper was certain a punch from Jayson could flatten him. He considered texting Alex and
having him ask Chase about his friend, but his phone beeped before he had a chance to follow
through with it.Cooper glanced at the caller I.D. and saw Wheland's message. He read it to
himself and rolled his eyes, then set his phone beside his leg.“Do you need to get back?” Jayson
asked.“No, not yet. Wheland's just asking where I disappeared to,” Cooper said. “But, right now,



I need to get stoned.”Cooper put the joint between his lips and used the lighter to spark the end.
A moment later, Cooper filled his lungs with smoke, briefly held it, then exhaled. He offered the
joint to Jayson. “You want a hit?”Jayson took a drag of smoke, held and then released it. “Christ,
I can't remember the last time I got high,” he said. “Probably not since high school.”Cooper took
the joint from Jayson's fingers and lifted it to his mouth again. “That long? Does that mean I'll be
getting blamed for corrupting you?”Jayson laughed and Cooper found himself staring at
Jayson's mouth. He loved the way the man's lips curled when he smiled, and the sound of his
laughter … it was enough to make his dick hard. He took another hit off the joint, slowly
releasing the smoke and passed it back to Jayson. Watching Jayson's lips wrap around the joint
triggered something inside Cooper. The risk of being punched in the face for an unwanted pass
no longer seemed to matter. He needed to kiss this man. Now.“I'm guessing back then you'd
get high at parties, maybe sit around in a circle with your buddies passing a joint and drinking
cheap beer all night. That sound about right?” Cooper asked.“Yep, you nailed it,” Jayson
chuckled.Cooper leaned closer to Jayson; bumping shoulders with him. “Maybe if you were
really lucky you had a chick sitting next to you and you'd share the hit with her,” he said in a low
voice. He took a deep drag off the joint filling his lungs and held the breath, waiting for Jayson to
face him. He wasn't positive he would turn, but a second later Jayson did. Cooper closed the
distance between their faces by another couple of inches and slowly began to release the hit of
smoke from his lungs in one drawn-out focused stream aimed directly at Jayson's lips. He
watched Jayson close his eyes and partially open his mouth, inhaling the smoke as it began to
bathe his face. Cooper nudged his nose against Jayson's and he heard Jayson's exhale of
smoke sounding much like a sigh. If Jayson was going to pull back from him, now would be the
time. Otherwise, Cooper was going for that kiss his body was absolutely aching for him to
take.The brush of lips was feather light. Cooper could feel Jayson's breath, quick and fast
against his face, the effect this was giving Cooper was making him dizzy. His heart was
pounding in his chest and his palms were sweaty. This felt like his first kiss ever, sweet,
tentative, and it took every ounce of willpower for him not to rush in to it and devour Jayson
where he sat, because that is what he really wanted to do.“This okay?” Cooper whispered,
offering teasing licks to Jayson's parted lips.Jayson nodded, opened his mouth wider, and
leaned in to Cooper. Cooper dropped the joint onto the sand and slid his hand around the back
of Jayson's neck. His hand eased Jayson closer and their mouths completely fused together,
tongues reaching forward seeking the warmth of the other.Cooper sighed when he felt Jayson
kissing him back, using strong confident strokes of his tongue and Cooper thought he'd come
from the pleasure. He turned slightly to his side and used both hands to grip the thick column of
Jayson's neck; fanning his fingers on the nape and pushing them up against his scalp and into
the soft waves of his hair. Together they began to fall backward until they ended up reclined on
the cushion, heads facing each other, their feet still resting in the sand.Cooper finally broke the
seal of their mouths and pressed his forehead to Jayson's. “Thank God,” he said.“For what?”
Jayson asked.“Thank God I went with my gut,” Cooper said, rolling onto his back. “I wasn't



getting a clear vibe from you and I'm not a fan of getting punched in the face.”“That makes two of
us,” Jayson said. “I wasn't sure if you were trying to kiss me or show me your pot smoking
techniques.”Cooper grabbed at Jayson's shirt and pulled him down to him. “I'm going to flatten
Chase for not telling me he had a hot friend that's into dudes.”Jayson turned onto his side, his
face hovered over Cooper's. His fingers combed through Cooper's hair, moving the thick waves
off his forehead. “In Chase's defense, he's only known I'm into dudes for a few days. After I
found out about him, I figured he might as well know about me.”“Best friends all that time and
neither of you knew about the other?” Cooper asked.“Imagine that,” Jayson said, and the grin he
gifted Cooper with was enough to stop the man's heart.Cooper nuzzled his lips against
Jayson's, lightly biting the full bottom lip that had been driving him to distraction for the last hour.
“Gay or bi, like your friend?” he asked.“Gay.”“Top or bottom?”“I like both.”“Hmmm, lucky me,”
Cooper said, and smiled against Jayson's mouth.Jayson controlled this kiss, sliding a thigh over
Cooper's and rubbing his erection into Cooper's hip. It was surreal to think he was laying here
making-out with one of his favorite rock stars, even more dreamlike was feeling the evidence
Cooper was just as turned-on. Jayson slid his tongue deeper into Cooper's mouth. The moan
that rattled from Cooper's throat almost made him come in his pants.Cooper started reaching for
the hem of Jayson's polo shirt. “We're wearing too many clothes,” he said.Jayson sat up and
pulled the shirt over his head, then he helped Cooper do the same. They crashed together onto
the cushion; bare chest pressed to bare chest, their mouths so close their breaths mingled
together.Cooper couldn't remember being this turned on from a few simple kisses. Everything
about Jayson was arousing, even the woodsy scent of his skin; he couldn't get enough.
Cooper's fingers slid over the muscles of Jayson's back. He eased off from the kiss, trying to
catch his breath, attempting to keep himself from totally being swept away.“Christ, I love the way
you kiss,” Cooper said on a sigh.“I was thinking the same about you,” Jayson said.Jayson stole
another kiss and Cooper moaned. “This is intense,” Cooper said.“That's a good thing, isn't it?”
Jayson asked.“It's fucking phenomenal – and completely unexpected.”“Unexpected? Why?”
Jayson asked.“I hadn't expected to feel…”“Feel what?” Jayson asked, nudging his nose to
Cooper's.“The chemistry,” Cooper said. “It's good. Really good.”Jayson's hand slipped between
them and cupped the hard mound of Cooper's erection. He squeezed the hard length through
the denim and stroked Cooper with his fingers.“Holy Christ,” Cooper panted. His hands went to
the waistband of his jeans, frantically trying to unbutton them and yank down the zipper, as if his
pants were on fire. Jayson took another kiss from him, sucking Cooper's tongue into his mouth
this time, then nipping the tip. Jayson was positively unraveling him and Cooper was close to
losing his mind and exploding inside his boxer briefs, all at the same time.Jayson's hand slipped
into the open flaps of Cooper's jeans and went directly beneath the cotton briefs for his cock.
His fingers wrapped around the head, collected the pre-come on his palm, then slid down to
stroke the thick shaft. Cooper rolled flat on his back and arched off the cushion, thrusting his
cock up into Jayson's fist. Jayson kissed Cooper's chest, then licked his way to a nipple. His
tongue circled Cooper's light brown disk, then flicked at the tiny metal hoop piercing before



lightly tugging on it with his teeth. Jayson wished it were daylight. He wanted to see the
piercings and the tattoos he'd seen in photographs adorning Cooper's torso. For now, he'd
settle for using his tongue to map Cooper's beautiful chest.“Oh, fuck! You're gonna make me
come,” Cooper sighed.Jayson pulled off another stroke on Cooper's cock; his teeth still tugging
on the nipple piercing. He felt Cooper's cock pulse in his grip. He could tell Cooper was close to
orgasm and he loved the fact he was pushing him there so quickly.“Don't stop! Don't stop,”
Cooper pleaded.Jayson had no intention of stopping, but it was nice to hear Cooper beg for the
release. One more tight stroke and Cooper started coming; shooting all over his stomach and
chest, even managed to spray some across Jayson's arm. Jayson kissed Cooper through the
aftershocks and waited for his breathing to calm.“Damn, that's embarrassing,” Cooper finally
said. “I usually have a lot more self-control, but your mouth is deadly.”Jayson looked down at
Cooper's glazed expression. “I've barely touched you with my mouth.”“Jesus, I know,” Cooper
said. “I'm afraid to imagine what your mouth could do to my cock.” Cooper ran his fingers over
the side of Jayson's face and lips. “Why don't you lay back and I'll see if I can destroy you with
my mouth.”Cooper was busy licking his way across the hard planes of Jayson's chest; rubbed
his cheek into the soft hair between his pectoral muscles and was moving lower when his cell
phone buzzed announcing another text message. Cooper sat up and reached for his phone to
read the message. It was another one from Wheland.“Get your ass back here,” Wheland
typed.“Damn it,” Cooper said and typed back a quick message. “I'm almost done. Give me
five.”“Do you need to get back to the party?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, I do, but I'm not leaving you
like this,” Cooper said. He pressed on Jayson's chest until he was flat on his back again, then
his mouth returned to Jayson's sensitive nipple. “I'm going to suck your cock hard and fast and
make you come down my throat,” Cooper said against the stiffened nub, gently biting it. “Then,
after the party is over and I'm officially off the clock, you and I can continue this private party up
in my room. I promise I'll last a lot longer than I did this time.”Chapter OneTwo weeks later…In a
particularly weak moment, Cooper called Alex. Too much time had passed since the party and
he still hadn't heard from Jayson. He'd gone over every last detail of that night a million times in
the last two weeks and each time he came up blank on a possible reason Jayson hadn't stayed
until the end of that party. They had discussed going up to Cooper's room and Jayson seemed
all for it. So, what the fuck happened in the hours that came after they got high on the beach to
make Jayson change his mind and go home early? Cooper didn't get it.The connection
between them was explosive. Cooper was certain he could have come just from Jayson's kiss.
Having Jayson's hand on his cock – while kissing him, was too much and Cooper hadn't lasted
five minutes. The rush of bliss from that orgasm was quickly clouded with embarrassment and in
that instant he'd completely lost his rock star credibility. He imagined his quick trigger had totally
blown Jayson's image of him, and maybe that's why he'd had no interest in going for round two
up in the guest room at Alex's house.Two weeks. Fourteen days. And, God knew how many
hours had passed since he had seen Jayson. He hadn't been able to focus on work. He hadn't
thought to get Jayson's phone number at the beach, thinking he'd have time to get it after the



party. He was wrong about that and now he was going to suffer the teasing from Alex in order to
get that number. Cooper sighed loudly and called Alex.“What's going on, Coop?” Alex
asked.“Hey, Alex,” Cooper said. “I need a huge favor and I need you to keep this to yourself and
not tell Chase about it. I also need you to curb the desire to give me shit about this, too. Think
you can handle that?”“Depends on what it is you need,” Alex said.“I meant to get Jayson's cell
number at your party and I didn't,” Cooper said. “I was wondering if you could get it for me, either
from Chase or the side of Jayson's truck, just don't let on the number is for me.”“Why the covert
operation?” Alex asked.Cooper rubbed at his forehead. “I don't want Chase to know yet.”“We
already know you hooked up with him,” Alex said. “What else is there to know? Is he having
your baby or something?”Cooper sighed loudly. “I just want to give him a call; say hello, see how
he's doing.”“Hmmm. Cooper Rand doing a call back? What's up with that? Does this mean
your heart isn't made of stone, like you'd like us to believe, and you might be capable of having
feelings for someone?”“Shut the fuck up,” Cooper said. “Just get me Jayson's number without
Chase knowing about it. Think you could do that for me?”“I'll see what I can do,” Alex said.“I
don't ask for much,” Cooper said.“I know, and that's the only reason I'm even considering it,” Alex
said. “I'll call you back when I have something.”“I'd appreciate it if you did,” Cooper said and
ended the call.Alex didn't call Cooper with Jayson's number for another few days; leaving
Cooper even more time to think about what it was he was doing with Jayson. What the hell
would he say to Jayson when he did call: I can't stop thinking about the hand-job you gave me?
Or, would he tell him the truth: he hadn't been able to get the feeling of his kiss or the taste of his
mouth out of his head since they got stoned on the beach, or how right it felt simply holding
Jayson. Hell, he hadn't been able to think of much else beyond Jayson and that is what
bothered Cooper the most. Cooper did hook-ups and when it was over he moved on. So, why
was this guy still haunting his dreams? He hadn't even fucked Jayson but Cooper still couldn't
stop thinking about him.What the hell is wrong with me?Alex sent Jayson's cell number to
Cooper in a one sentence text message. Cooper stared at it for another few days,
contemplating exactly what he wanted to say; as if he hadn't already spent enough time doing
that very thing. Several times Cooper punched in the digits to Jayson's phone only to change his
mind and delete the text message. In the end, Cooper decided a phone call would work better
than a text message, because what he really wanted was to hear the sound of Jayson's voice.
His call went to voicemail, but at least he got to hear Jayson ask him to leave a message in the
recording. Even that sterile message had Cooper's heart racing.“Hey, Jayson. This is Cooper
Rand. We met at Alex Metcalf's party a few weeks back,” Cooper said. Christ! He sounded like
a dork. “I just wanted to call and say hello. Give me a call when you get a chance.
Thanks.”Cooper sat down on the end of his bed and stared at his phone for a minute. He
calculated the time difference between their coasts. He knew it wasn't too late; a little after eight
o'clock on the East Coast Cooper estimated, and he doubted Jayson was still at work. Cooper
tossed his phone onto the bed and flopped backward. He needed to get a grip. Maybe he'd go
out and find another hook-up that would rock his world and make him forget all about Jayson



Keller's insane kisses.Fuck Jayson out of your head? Unlikely you'll find anyone good enough to
make that happen.-0-Jayson heard the ring of his cell phone and picked it up off the kitchen
counter to read the caller I.D. It wasn't a number he recognized, so he let the call go to
voicemail. He'd barely gotten home from dinner in town and all he wanted to do was shower and
maybe catch part of the Boston Bruins hockey game on television before he went to sleep. He
was exhausted and dirty from installing an enormous sliding glass door unit at a client's house
for the better part of the afternoon.He took the phone into his bedroom and tossed it onto his
bed, then started stripping off his clothes to shower. A few minutes later he was standing
beneath the hot shower spray. He closed his eyes and let it pelt against his face and chest.
Soon as his skin began to heat, his thoughts drifted to Cooper Rand. Isn't that what always
happened when he had so much as one fleeting moment alone with his thoughts?Cooper.
Fucking. Rand.He couldn't have spent more than an hour – two hours tops, with Cooper that
night at Alex's party. Even still, all he could think about was Cooper's infectious laugh, the wavy
blond hair falling loosely over his head, those oh so very kissable lips, and amazing blue eyes.
And, his kiss was positively lethal. It was an utter chaotic frenzy of strong lips and potent strokes
of tongue that had Jayson coming unglued from the very first one.And, when those perfect lips
had stretched around Jayson's cock, Jayson lost his mind. If the suction and tongue strokes
weren't torturous enough, Cooper had looked up and gifted him with the exquisite beauty of his
pale blue eyes as he continued to suck Jayson's cock into his mouth. All logic disappeared from
Jayson's head. He was suddenly void of thought and rendered speechless. He buried his
fingers into the tussled waves on Cooper's head and held him in place; thrusting his cock further
into the back of Cooper's throat.The glazed look on Cooper's face in that moment was etched in
Jayson's memory forever. Seconds before Jayson climaxed, Cooper reached up and took
Jayson's hand, laced their fingers together, and held on as Jayson crashed over the edge in
release. The touch was deeply intimate; something Jayson had never experienced with his
typical hook-ups, but Cooper Rand was hardly typical on any level. In fact, Cooper didn't feel like
a hook-up at all, and that's what was truly messing with Jayson's head.Cooper didn't do
relationships, he'd told Jayson that on the beach. He did hook-ups and he did them well, so
Jayson spending one second thinking otherwise was wasted time – even if it did feel different
with Cooper. None of it mattered. So much time had passed since Alex's party, he wondered if
Cooper even remembered his name.Jayson squeezed his fully erect cock, teasing the head with
his palm, much like Cooper had done to him with his tongue. How many times had he jerked-off
thinking about Cooper's mouth on his cock? Too many times to count and tonight he'd be doing
it once more.Damn it! He was pathetic.Having lost the interest to reach orgasm, Jayson finished
his shower and dried off, then flopped down on his bed. Naked. Alone. And, still thinking about
Cooper. He tried to turn his focus on to the hockey game playing on the television in his
bedroom, then finally shut it off after an hour to try and get some sleep.While getting ready for
work the next morning, Jayson remembered the missed call waiting for him on his cell phone
from the previous night. He lifted the phone and punched in the number sequence to listen to



the message. A moment later, Cooper's distinctive voice came through the tiny speaker. He
listened to the short message and nearly dropped his phone on the floor.Cooper had called
him? How did he get this number?Holy shit, Cooper called!Jayson could hardly control his
excitement and calm his fingers from shaking as he hit the redial button. One ring and the call
was redirected to Cooper's voicemail. Jayson glanced at the clock hanging above his kitchen
sink and realized it was very early on the West Coast and Cooper was most likely sleeping.“Hey,
Cooper. This is Jay. I'm sorry I missed your call last night,” he said. “It was nice to hear from
you, though. I'm on my way to work now, but you can call or text me later – if you want.”Jayson
clipped the cell phone to his belt and left his house. He arrived at the job site, grateful for the
most part he'd be alone today, since he knew his ability to concentrate would be limited, thanks
to hearing Cooper's voice. At break time Jayson had listened to Cooper's voicemail two more
times. How stupid did that make him?The call he'd been waiting for since early that morning
finally came mid-afternoon. Jayson did his best not to seem too eager, letting his phone ring
three times, then he rolled his eyes at himself for playing such an adolescent game.“This is Jay,”
he said, knowing full well the caller on the other end knew exactly who he was calling.“Hey
Jayson,” Cooper said.“Finally get your ass out of bed?” Jayson asked with a chuckle.“Don't
forget, I live on a different coast,” Cooper said.“Hmmmm, gonna blame that on the time
difference and not the lifestyle?”“Well, there is that, but not last night,” Cooper said.“Sounds like
it was a slow night,” Jayson said, hoping he didn't sound like a jealous bitch.“I was hanging out
with Wheland. No hook-ups,” Cooper said.“Definitely a slow night for you.”“You make me sound
like a man-whore,” Cooper said.Jayson laughed. “You made yourself sound like a man-whore.
You don't need my help with that.”“I have my moments, but last night wasn't one of them,” Cooper
said. “How about yourself? Were you out trolling when I called last night?”Jayson heard the
question but it was what he thought he heard laced between the words that had his attention.
“Would it bother you if I was out trolling?” Jayson asked, then held his breath waiting to hear
Cooper's answer.Cooper scoffed. “Why would I care about that?” he asked. Fucking liar! “I'd be
high-fiving you if you had, then ask for the sweaty details.”Jayson slumped against the side of his
truck. That was not the answer he had wanted to hear from Cooper. He tipped his head back
against his truck and closed his eyes. “I'm not one to kiss and tell,” he finally said.“Good to
know,” Cooper said stiffly.The conversation suddenly felt awkward to Jayson. Something had
changed. Jayson sifted over the words they'd exchanged trying to see where their chat had
veered off course.“Listen, I have some business on the East Coast soon,” Cooper finally said. “I
was wondering if you'd like to meet me while I'm out that way?”“Yeah, sure, we could hook-up,”
Jayson said, and swallowed hard.“A hook-up sounds perfect,” Cooper said.“I thought you'd think
so,” Jayson said, tamping down the anger and emotion wanting to spill out of him; telling Cooper
exactly what he was thinking. There'd be time for that later. For now, he was happy Cooper
wanted to see him again. That said something, didn't it? Considering the many options Cooper
would have for people to hook-up with, the fact Cooper wanted a second go-around with him
had to mean something. Right?“I'll call you back when I know my travel plans,” Cooper



said.“Sounds good,” Jayson said.Jayson ended the call and turned to press his forehead to the
cool metal of his truck cab. He didn't like the conflicted emotions bubbling through his veins;
didn't care for the vulnerable feeling it gave him, either. Cooper wanted to see him again. That
was a good thing. But, he also knew what Cooper was looking for – essentially nothing more
than a booty call, and that was something Jayson wasn't sure he could give Cooper without
giving away a piece of himself.Damn it!Jayson clipped his phone back to his belt and did his
best to finish the work day. Several times he had to stop and sit down to think about what it was
he was getting himself into with Cooper. He'd never been one to shy away from a hook-up and
he was a professional when it came to holding his emotions close to his chest; never allowing
himself to become attached. He could fuck and walk away without one ounce of regret. The sex
served a purpose and he was okay with it, as long as he could remain neutral.Somehow Cooper
had managed to break through the walls Jayson kept around himself, and for a few brief
moments, Jayson was able to feel things he'd never experienced before. It scared the shit out of
him, but it was also exhilarating – a rush so intense, he found it difficult to process. He'd been
with lots of men, even had a long-standing sexual relationship with his Cape Cod boyfriend for a
few years, but none of them had affected Jayson the way Cooper had or made him feel the same
kind of connection. What bothered Jayson the most about this connection – was the man
attached to it.Jayson had always hoped he'd feel something beyond lust for a man; maybe fall in
love and settle down, but it was a wish he didn't expect would ever be fulfilled. He had come to
terms with that fact a long time ago, and then Cooper bumped into him. Literally.He definitely felt
a healthy dose of lust with Cooper, more than he could remember feeling with anyone else, and
he sensed if he allowed himself to fall, he could fall hard for Cooper and that wasn't good.
Jayson never fell for anyone, so why was he having doubts now about his lack of indifference for
a hook-up? Besides, Cooper should be the last man he'd consider falling for because a
relationship with a man like Cooper couldn't work. Ever. Still, there was that nagging fact that it
had been weeks since he'd seen Cooper and Jayson hadn't stopped thinking about the
man.And, why the hell was that the case?What was so different about Cooper that made Jayson
lose himself – and his mind, all in a matter of a couple of hours’ time?Chapter OneTwo weeks
later…In a particularly weak moment, Cooper called Alex. Too much time had passed since the
party and he still hadn't heard from Jayson. He'd gone over every last detail of that night a
million times in the last two weeks and each time he came up blank on a possible reason Jayson
hadn't stayed until the end of that party. They had discussed going up to Cooper's room and
Jayson seemed all for it. So, what the fuck happened in the hours that came after they got high
on the beach to make Jayson change his mind and go home early? Cooper didn't get it.The
connection between them was explosive. Cooper was certain he could have come just from
Jayson's kiss. Having Jayson's hand on his cock – while kissing him, was too much and Cooper
hadn't lasted five minutes. The rush of bliss from that orgasm was quickly clouded with
embarrassment and in that instant he'd completely lost his rock star credibility. He imagined his
quick trigger had totally blown Jayson's image of him, and maybe that's why he'd had no interest



in going for round two up in the guest room at Alex's house.Two weeks. Fourteen days. And,
God knew how many hours had passed since he had seen Jayson. He hadn't been able to
focus on work. He hadn't thought to get Jayson's phone number at the beach, thinking he'd
have time to get it after the party. He was wrong about that and now he was going to suffer the
teasing from Alex in order to get that number. Cooper sighed loudly and called Alex.“What's
going on, Coop?” Alex asked.“Hey, Alex,” Cooper said. “I need a huge favor and I need you to
keep this to yourself and not tell Chase about it. I also need you to curb the desire to give me
shit about this, too. Think you can handle that?”“Depends on what it is you need,” Alex said.“I
meant to get Jayson's cell number at your party and I didn't,” Cooper said. “I was wondering if
you could get it for me, either from Chase or the side of Jayson's truck, just don't let on the
number is for me.”“Why the covert operation?” Alex asked.Cooper rubbed at his forehead. “I
don't want Chase to know yet.”“We already know you hooked up with him,” Alex said. “What else
is there to know? Is he having your baby or something?”Cooper sighed loudly. “I just want to
give him a call; say hello, see how he's doing.”“Hmmm. Cooper Rand doing a call back? What's
up with that? Does this mean your heart isn't made of stone, like you'd like us to believe, and
you might be capable of having feelings for someone?”“Shut the fuck up,” Cooper said. “Just get
me Jayson's number without Chase knowing about it. Think you could do that for me?”“I'll see
what I can do,” Alex said.“I don't ask for much,” Cooper said.“I know, and that's the only reason
I'm even considering it,” Alex said. “I'll call you back when I have something.”“I'd appreciate it if
you did,” Cooper said and ended the call.Alex didn't call Cooper with Jayson's number for
another few days; leaving Cooper even more time to think about what it was he was doing with
Jayson. What the hell would he say to Jayson when he did call: I can't stop thinking about the
hand-job you gave me? Or, would he tell him the truth: he hadn't been able to get the feeling of
his kiss or the taste of his mouth out of his head since they got stoned on the beach, or how right
it felt simply holding Jayson. Hell, he hadn't been able to think of much else beyond Jayson and
that is what bothered Cooper the most. Cooper did hook-ups and when it was over he moved
on. So, why was this guy still haunting his dreams? He hadn't even fucked Jayson but Cooper
still couldn't stop thinking about him.What the hell is wrong with me?Alex sent Jayson's cell
number to Cooper in a one sentence text message. Cooper stared at it for another few days,
contemplating exactly what he wanted to say; as if he hadn't already spent enough time doing
that very thing. Several times Cooper punched in the digits to Jayson's phone only to change his
mind and delete the text message. In the end, Cooper decided a phone call would work better
than a text message, because what he really wanted was to hear the sound of Jayson's voice.
His call went to voicemail, but at least he got to hear Jayson ask him to leave a message in the
recording. Even that sterile message had Cooper's heart racing.“Hey, Jayson. This is Cooper
Rand. We met at Alex Metcalf's party a few weeks back,” Cooper said. Christ! He sounded like
a dork. “I just wanted to call and say hello. Give me a call when you get a chance.
Thanks.”Cooper sat down on the end of his bed and stared at his phone for a minute. He
calculated the time difference between their coasts. He knew it wasn't too late; a little after eight



o'clock on the East Coast Cooper estimated, and he doubted Jayson was still at work. Cooper
tossed his phone onto the bed and flopped backward. He needed to get a grip. Maybe he'd go
out and find another hook-up that would rock his world and make him forget all about Jayson
Keller's insane kisses.Fuck Jayson out of your head? Unlikely you'll find anyone good enough to
make that happen.-0-Jayson heard the ring of his cell phone and picked it up off the kitchen
counter to read the caller I.D. It wasn't a number he recognized, so he let the call go to
voicemail. He'd barely gotten home from dinner in town and all he wanted to do was shower and
maybe catch part of the Boston Bruins hockey game on television before he went to sleep. He
was exhausted and dirty from installing an enormous sliding glass door unit at a client's house
for the better part of the afternoon.He took the phone into his bedroom and tossed it onto his
bed, then started stripping off his clothes to shower. A few minutes later he was standing
beneath the hot shower spray. He closed his eyes and let it pelt against his face and chest.
Soon as his skin began to heat, his thoughts drifted to Cooper Rand. Isn't that what always
happened when he had so much as one fleeting moment alone with his thoughts?Cooper.
Fucking. Rand.He couldn't have spent more than an hour – two hours tops, with Cooper that
night at Alex's party. Even still, all he could think about was Cooper's infectious laugh, the wavy
blond hair falling loosely over his head, those oh so very kissable lips, and amazing blue eyes.
And, his kiss was positively lethal. It was an utter chaotic frenzy of strong lips and potent strokes
of tongue that had Jayson coming unglued from the very first one.And, when those perfect lips
had stretched around Jayson's cock, Jayson lost his mind. If the suction and tongue strokes
weren't torturous enough, Cooper had looked up and gifted him with the exquisite beauty of his
pale blue eyes as he continued to suck Jayson's cock into his mouth. All logic disappeared from
Jayson's head. He was suddenly void of thought and rendered speechless. He buried his
fingers into the tussled waves on Cooper's head and held him in place; thrusting his cock further
into the back of Cooper's throat.The glazed look on Cooper's face in that moment was etched in
Jayson's memory forever. Seconds before Jayson climaxed, Cooper reached up and took
Jayson's hand, laced their fingers together, and held on as Jayson crashed over the edge in
release. The touch was deeply intimate; something Jayson had never experienced with his
typical hook-ups, but Cooper Rand was hardly typical on any level. In fact, Cooper didn't feel like
a hook-up at all, and that's what was truly messing with Jayson's head.Cooper didn't do
relationships, he'd told Jayson that on the beach. He did hook-ups and he did them well, so
Jayson spending one second thinking otherwise was wasted time – even if it did feel different
with Cooper. None of it mattered. So much time had passed since Alex's party, he wondered if
Cooper even remembered his name.Jayson squeezed his fully erect cock, teasing the head with
his palm, much like Cooper had done to him with his tongue. How many times had he jerked-off
thinking about Cooper's mouth on his cock? Too many times to count and tonight he'd be doing
it once more.Damn it! He was pathetic.Having lost the interest to reach orgasm, Jayson finished
his shower and dried off, then flopped down on his bed. Naked. Alone. And, still thinking about
Cooper. He tried to turn his focus on to the hockey game playing on the television in his



bedroom, then finally shut it off after an hour to try and get some sleep.While getting ready for
work the next morning, Jayson remembered the missed call waiting for him on his cell phone
from the previous night. He lifted the phone and punched in the number sequence to listen to
the message. A moment later, Cooper's distinctive voice came through the tiny speaker. He
listened to the short message and nearly dropped his phone on the floor.Cooper had called
him? How did he get this number?Holy shit, Cooper called!Jayson could hardly control his
excitement and calm his fingers from shaking as he hit the redial button. One ring and the call
was redirected to Cooper's voicemail. Jayson glanced at the clock hanging above his kitchen
sink and realized it was very early on the West Coast and Cooper was most likely sleeping.“Hey,
Cooper. This is Jay. I'm sorry I missed your call last night,” he said. “It was nice to hear from
you, though. I'm on my way to work now, but you can call or text me later – if you want.”Jayson
clipped the cell phone to his belt and left his house. He arrived at the job site, grateful for the
most part he'd be alone today, since he knew his ability to concentrate would be limited, thanks
to hearing Cooper's voice. At break time Jayson had listened to Cooper's voicemail two more
times. How stupid did that make him?The call he'd been waiting for since early that morning
finally came mid-afternoon. Jayson did his best not to seem too eager, letting his phone ring
three times, then he rolled his eyes at himself for playing such an adolescent game.“This is Jay,”
he said, knowing full well the caller on the other end knew exactly who he was calling.“Hey
Jayson,” Cooper said.“Finally get your ass out of bed?” Jayson asked with a chuckle.“Don't
forget, I live on a different coast,” Cooper said.“Hmmmm, gonna blame that on the time
difference and not the lifestyle?”“Well, there is that, but not last night,” Cooper said.“Sounds like
it was a slow night,” Jayson said, hoping he didn't sound like a jealous bitch.“I was hanging out
with Wheland. No hook-ups,” Cooper said.“Definitely a slow night for you.”“You make me sound
like a man-whore,” Cooper said.Jayson laughed. “You made yourself sound like a man-whore.
You don't need my help with that.”“I have my moments, but last night wasn't one of them,” Cooper
said. “How about yourself? Were you out trolling when I called last night?”Jayson heard the
question but it was what he thought he heard laced between the words that had his attention.
“Would it bother you if I was out trolling?” Jayson asked, then held his breath waiting to hear
Cooper's answer.Cooper scoffed. “Why would I care about that?” he asked. Fucking liar! “I'd be
high-fiving you if you had, then ask for the sweaty details.”Jayson slumped against the side of his
truck. That was not the answer he had wanted to hear from Cooper. He tipped his head back
against his truck and closed his eyes. “I'm not one to kiss and tell,” he finally said.“Good to
know,” Cooper said stiffly.The conversation suddenly felt awkward to Jayson. Something had
changed. Jayson sifted over the words they'd exchanged trying to see where their chat had
veered off course.“Listen, I have some business on the East Coast soon,” Cooper finally said. “I
was wondering if you'd like to meet me while I'm out that way?”“Yeah, sure, we could hook-up,”
Jayson said, and swallowed hard.“A hook-up sounds perfect,” Cooper said.“I thought you'd think
so,” Jayson said, tamping down the anger and emotion wanting to spill out of him; telling Cooper
exactly what he was thinking. There'd be time for that later. For now, he was happy Cooper



wanted to see him again. That said something, didn't it? Considering the many options Cooper
would have for people to hook-up with, the fact Cooper wanted a second go-around with him
had to mean something. Right?“I'll call you back when I know my travel plans,” Cooper
said.“Sounds good,” Jayson said.Jayson ended the call and turned to press his forehead to the
cool metal of his truck cab. He didn't like the conflicted emotions bubbling through his veins;
didn't care for the vulnerable feeling it gave him, either. Cooper wanted to see him again. That
was a good thing. But, he also knew what Cooper was looking for – essentially nothing more
than a booty call, and that was something Jayson wasn't sure he could give Cooper without
giving away a piece of himself.Damn it!Jayson clipped his phone back to his belt and did his
best to finish the work day. Several times he had to stop and sit down to think about what it was
he was getting himself into with Cooper. He'd never been one to shy away from a hook-up and
he was a professional when it came to holding his emotions close to his chest; never allowing
himself to become attached. He could fuck and walk away without one ounce of regret. The sex
served a purpose and he was okay with it, as long as he could remain neutral.Somehow Cooper
had managed to break through the walls Jayson kept around himself, and for a few brief
moments, Jayson was able to feel things he'd never experienced before. It scared the shit out of
him, but it was also exhilarating – a rush so intense, he found it difficult to process. He'd been
with lots of men, even had a long-standing sexual relationship with his Cape Cod boyfriend for a
few years, but none of them had affected Jayson the way Cooper had or made him feel the same
kind of connection. What bothered Jayson the most about this connection – was the man
attached to it.Jayson had always hoped he'd feel something beyond lust for a man; maybe fall in
love and settle down, but it was a wish he didn't expect would ever be fulfilled. He had come to
terms with that fact a long time ago, and then Cooper bumped into him. Literally.He definitely felt
a healthy dose of lust with Cooper, more than he could remember feeling with anyone else, and
he sensed if he allowed himself to fall, he could fall hard for Cooper and that wasn't good.
Jayson never fell for anyone, so why was he having doubts now about his lack of indifference for
a hook-up? Besides, Cooper should be the last man he'd consider falling for because a
relationship with a man like Cooper couldn't work. Ever. Still, there was that nagging fact that it
had been weeks since he'd seen Cooper and Jayson hadn't stopped thinking about the
man.And, why the hell was that the case?What was so different about Cooper that made Jayson
lose himself – and his mind, all in a matter of a couple of hours’ time?Chapter TwoCooper smiled
at himself. He had another chance to be with Jayson and that made him very happy, but there
was a spark of something else there, too. It was an emotion he couldn't quite put his finger on;
something foreign, but exciting all the same. He just couldn't understand what it was about
Jayson that pushed his buttons. He'd hooked-up with more partners than he could count – or
remember, and not one of them had gotten under his skin the way Jayson had in such a short
period of time. Now he was anxious to see if being with Jayson again would feel as good as it
had the first time. Or maybe the intensity he felt while with him for the few hours they were
together was nothing more than a fluke; never to be repeated.He took a few days to consider



how he'd go about seeing Jayson. He went through various scenarios in his head; everything
from picking him up at the airport and flying them somewhere else for dinner, to simply having
dinner on the Vineyard before he flew back to Los Angeles. Jayson had mentioned their visit
being a hook-up, and although Cooper would never turn down an opportunity to touch or be
touched by Jayson again, it wasn't the only thing he wanted from Jayson. The idea of merely
spending time with Jayson and talking was enough to get his heart pumping and his palms
sweaty. But, if Jayson was only looking for a physical relationship from him, Cooper would go
along with it just to be with him.Cooper's call mid-week to Jayson served two purposes. He
wanted to give Jayson a few days to think about what he'd like to do once Cooper's plane arrived
at the Martha's Vineyard airport, plus, he wanted to hear Jayson's voice again. Simple as that.
Cooper needed to hear it and feel the connection he felt with the man – even if it was over the
phone.“Hey, Jayson. It's Cooper. How's your week going?” Cooper asked.“Not bad,” Jayson
said. “My crew is finishing up a garage job, so I've been pretty busy with that.”“Can you talk for a
minute, or do you want me to call back?” Cooper asked.“No, I can talk,” Jayson said. “What's
up?” Jayson was just about to leave work for the day. He waved to a couple of co-workers and
hopped up into the driver's seat of his truck.“Still want to see me again?” Cooper asked.“Sure,
why not?” Jayson said.“Do you already have plans for Saturday night?” Cooper asked.“Nope,
not yet,” Jayson said. “Are you still flying out?”“That's the plan,” Cooper said. “I have a meeting
with the people at Zildjian Cymbals. They want me to endorse a new product and I won't attach
my name to anything unless I believe in it.”“Understandable,” Jayson said. “When is the
meeting?”“Sunday afternoon,” Cooper said. “Their headquarters is in Norwell, Massachusetts;
not too far from Logan airport, so I'll land there, then drive down to Norwell. I'd really like to see
you first on Saturday, though, if that works for you.”“I'll make a point of it,” Jayson said. “What
time will you be here?”“Late afternoon,” Cooper said. “We can fly somewhere else for dinner, if
you want, or have dinner in town or on the plane. I'll leave that decision to you.”What Jayson
really wanted to know was how long Cooper would be with him; would he be staying on the
Vineyard for the night or flying on to Boston right after having dinner with him? He shrugged off
the tug of uncertainty gnawing at his gut. After all, he wasn't stupid to how these things worked.
Cooper had an itch, and for whatever reason, he wanted Jayson to scratch it.-0-Jayson wasn't
sure how he finished off the work week. It was a blur to him, but as long as he didn't fuck up
anything at work, he was happy. Saturday came and he did his best to keep busy, doing
paperwork, chores, and even mowed the lawn; although it didn't really need it. Every time his
phone rang, he nearly jumped out of his skin.At four o'clock Cooper finally called.“We'll be
landing in thirty minutes,” Cooper said. “We're tying down in front of the executive entrance. Go
into the office and ask for Bert Thompkins. He'll bring you out to the plane.”“Got it,” Jayson said.
“I'll see you soon.”Jayson jumped into the shower, dressed and was out the door in fifteen
minutes. He drove to the airport, walked into the office Cooper had specified and asked for Bert
Thompkins. He didn't like the once-over glance the man gave to him from behind the desk
counter, but he wasn't about to question the guy about it. He merely wanted to get out on the



tarmac to Cooper's plane as fast as possible.“What's your name?” Bert asked.“Jayson
Keller.”“Can I see some identification, please?” Bert asked.Jayson passed his license to Bert
and watched as he checked his clip board. Jayson signed the special login sheet and waited
while Bert came around the counter and walked toward the door opening to the airplane tie-
down area. Several single engine planes sat to the left and to the right, three sleek executive
jets waited. Bert directed him to the jet in the middle; the smaller of the three, and the only jet
with the stairwell opened and resting down against the tarmac.“You can go on up,” Bert said,
pointing to the stairs.Jayson glanced at the stairs and then at Bert. He was so nervous; unsure
of every aspect of this evening, even questioning the depth of his need to see Cooper again at
all. Movement at the top of stairs caught Jayson's attention. He turned to see Cooper standing
in the open doorway of the jet, his hands stuffed into the front pockets of a faded pair of jeans
and a white, v-neck t-shirt stretched across his chest. Every last doubt Jayson had disappeared
with the wave Cooper gave to him and the sexy smile inviting him inside the plane.Jayson's
stomach did a flip-flop when he saw him; standing there looking deliciously relaxed. His eyes
did a quick scan of Cooper. The breeze blowing down the tarmac moved the long, blond waves
around his head, a killer smile lifted his lips, narrow waist, firm thighs; Cooper was a beautiful
package that Jayson was suddenly very eager to unwrap. Without further thought, he walked up
the stairs toward Cooper. As soon as he stepped inside the passenger cabin, Cooper embraced
him.“Good to see you,” Cooper said beside Jayson's ear.“You too,” Jayson said. He pulled back
slowly and met Cooper's gaze.Footsteps behind Jayson stopped his urge to kiss Cooper.
Instead he stepped away and turned to face the woman approaching them in the center aisle.
Cooper's hand pressed into the firm muscles of Jayson's his chest.“Would you like to eat here,
fly somewhere else, or go in to town?” Cooper asked.“How long do you have?” Jayson asked.“A
few hours.”“Then, let’s stay here,” Jayson said.Cooper nodded and his grin widened. “Give me a
minute,” Cooper said. He stepped around Jayson and walked with the woman to the galley
kitchen.Jayson watched them talking and saw the woman pointing out various cabinets, then
she finally exited the plane and Cooper shut the door behind her. He came back to Jayson; his
smile growing with each step. He looked – primal; hungry, like an animal considering his
prey.“Everything okay?” Jayson asked.Cooper stood in front of Jayson and their eyes met.
“Everything is great,” Cooper said. “The food is ready for us to eat or we can start with a
drink.”“Do you have beer?” Jayson asked.Cooper tipped his head and rolled his eyes. “We're
fully stocked. Open that refrigerator and help yourself. I'm gonna make myself a drink.”Jayson
pulled out an imported beer and popped the top with the opener sitting on the counter. He
turned to look down the aisle of the plane. Half a dozen plush leather seats sat on one side of
the plane. The opposite side had a small sitting area with a table in the center, looking like a
comfortable place to hold a meeting. The back of the plane was hidden behind a wall with two
doors, one at each end of the wall.“What's back there?” Jayson asked Cooper.“Bedroom and a
bath,” Cooper said, stepping closer to Jayson. “There's another bathroom next to where you
came inside.”“Is this yours?” Jayson asked.“The jet? No, but the band leases it quite a bit,”



Cooper said.“I've never seen anything like it,” Jayson said. “I've only flown commercial.”Cooper
nodded and sipped the clear liquid in his glass. He watched Jayson's eyes darting around the
passenger cabin. He seemed nervous; edgy, just like he felt, and smiled at that. It was nice to
think Jayson might be nervous, too.“Is the flight attendant coming back?” Jayson asked.“Not
anytime soon,” Cooper said. “She and the pilots have gone to get dinner, so we're alone until I
call and tell them differently.”Jayson nodded and drank from his beer bottle.“I'm glad you agreed
to see me,” Cooper said.Jayson's eyes came back to Cooper. “Did you think I'd say no?”“I had
no idea,” Cooper said. “After you left Alex's party early, I wasn't sure you were interested in
seeing me again.”Jayson smiled at that comment and rubbed at the stubble on his chin. “Yeah,
that,” he said with a soft chuckle. “It was getting late and you looked busy. I wasn't sure your
invitation was serious and I didn't want to hang around like a fan-boy assuming anything. I left a
message for you with Chase. Didn't he tell you?”Cooper sipped his drink again. “Chase
mentioned you'd left,” Cooper said. “I was just surprised and, if I were to be totally honest, a little
… disappointed.”One eyebrow lifted on Jayson. The idea Cooper would be disappointed he had
left Alex's party shocked him. Why would Cooper give a shit? “I was surprised to get your phone
call,” Jayson said. “I didn't expect to hear from you again.”Cooper set his drink down on the table
in the office area, then stepped closer to Jayson. “You didn't think I was interested in seeing you
again and I didn't think you wanted to see me. I guess that makes us even,” Cooper said.Each of
Cooper's words pushed warm breaths over Jayson's face. Jayson could smell the tequila and
wanted to taste it off of Cooper's lips and tongue. The thought of sucking on Cooper's tongue
again had his cock lifting inside his jeans. A heartbeat later, Cooper cupped Jayson's face in his
hands and pulled him in for a kiss. It was slow, steamy and sensual and Jayson was swept
away.“Any man that kisses as good as you, I'm very interested in seeing again,” Cooper said, his
mouth opened to Jayson and took another kiss, this one more demanding. His hands slid
around Jayson's shoulders, pulling him closer.Jayson circled Cooper's waist with one arm and
held him in place. He carefully set down his beer bottle onto the table, without losing the hold he
had on Cooper's mouth. Once he had the other hand free, it lifted to the back of Cooper's head.
He needed to feel the soft, wavy strands wrapped around his long fingers again and hold his
mouth tight to his.“Holy fuck, I've missed your mouth,” Cooper sighed, rubbing his lips to
Jayson's.“I was thinking the same,” Jayson said.Cooper stole one more kiss, then moved his
mouth to Jayson's neck; sucking the skin below his ear. “Wanna see the bedroom?” He
whispered.“I was beginning to think you weren't going to ask,” Jayson said.“Smart ass,” Cooper
said. He grabbed Jayson's hand and tugged him down the aisle toward the back of the plane.
He opened up the door and pulled Jayson inside, before shutting and locking the door.Jayson
heard the lock engage and turned to Cooper. “Is the lock to keep me in or others out?”Cooper
chuckled. “Both. But, I'm hoping restraining you won't be necessary – unless you're into that
sort of thing, then I'm happy to oblige.”Jayson smiled and glanced around the small room; the
bed occupied most of it. A dresser was built into the wall, as was what looked to be a closet.
Two small, rectangular windows were on the outside wall with the shades pulled down for



privacy. The only other pieces of furniture in the room were a chair sitting on one side of the bed
and a small end table on the other side. Jayson's eyes stopped on the bed. It looked queen-
sized with a thick white comforter and four rectangular pillows covered in white cases propped
against the rear wall, creating a headboard.“You okay?” Cooper asked, and ran his fingers down
the length of Jayson's forearm.“Yeah, fine,” Jayson said, and pressed himself against Cooper.
Damn! He really liked this guy, loved his playful nature, and the way he made him feel off-kilter
and slightly out of control. Cooper was a pure rush of adrenaline straight to the heart – and to his
cock.Cooper tugged at the hem of Jayson's t-shirt, pulling it from the waistband of his jeans. “I
need to see more of you,” Cooper said. “Is that okay?”Jayson nodded and lifted his arms above
his head, allowing Cooper to remove his shirt. Soon as the shirt hit the seat of the chair,
Cooper's lips were on his collar bone; his hands fanning over his pectorals, then skimming down
his sides, rolling over each bump of rib beneath his skin. The touch was making Jayson ache
with need. He felt Cooper's tongue licking at the hollow at the base of his throat and closed his
eyes. Cooper slowly nibbled his way up the length of Jayson's throat, then sucked at the soft
spot beneath his whiskered chin.“Jesus, that feels good,” Jayson whispered.Cooper came up for
air and leaned back in Jayson's embrace. His eyes canvassed Jayson's chest and down to his
waist. “No tattoos?”“Nope, I haven't seen a design I've wanted to commit to for life,” Jayson
said.“Yeah, I get that,” Cooper said. “I've got a bunch of ink and a few piercings, too.” He
reached behind his head and tugged off his own shirt, tossing it on top of Jayson's.“I remember
the piercing in your nipple,” Jayson said, his fingers reaching to touch the tiny hoops. “But, I
didn't realize you had both done.”“It made sense to have a matching set,” Cooper said, then
moaned when Jayson lightly tugged on them. “Oh, fuck. I love that.”“I remember that, too,”
Jayson said. He grinned at Cooper, then his gaze dropped to the piercings and the inked
designs above. Jayson let go of the hoops and traced the tattoos with his fingertips. He saw a
set of crossed drumsticks and cymbals on left pectoral, the initials I. T. inked on his breastbone
and the name Casey and some numbers on the right pectoral. His eyes darted lower and he
saw more ink partially exposed above the waistband of Cooper's jeans, but couldn't quite make
out what it was from this angle.“What do they mean?” Jayson asked, his fingers fanning over
Cooper's right pectoral. “Or, is that too personal?”“I. T. are the initials for my band. The
drumsticks are obvious,” Cooper said, then he covered Jayson's hand on his right breast. “I had
a twin brother named Casey. He died a few months after we were born. That's our birth date
and the day he passed away.”“Oh, wow. I'm sorry,” Jayson said.Cooper shrugged. “I don't
remember him, obviously, but I can still feel him. Probably that weird twin connection or
something.”Cooper started working on the button of Jayson's pants. He watched his fingers
lower the zipper, then spread open the flaps of fabric. Jayson groaned when Cooper's hand slid
inside and cupped him through his boxer briefs.“I remember this quite well,” Cooper said, his
gaze lifting to meet Jayson's. “Every delicious inch.” He started to smile at Jayson, but the heat
he saw smoldering in Jayson's eyes took his breath away. They needed to be naked.
Immediately.Cooper pushed the jeans from Jayson's hips and went to work on his own, while



Jayson toed off his shoes and discarded the rest of his clothes. After kicking the garments away
with his foot, Jayson started helping Cooper shed his clothes. A beat later, Jayson pulled
Cooper to him and covered his mouth. He rubbed his cock alongside Cooper's and both of them
moaned.Jayson's hands cupped Cooper's ass cheeks and squeezed the muscled globes,
pulled them apart, and let his fingers slip into the warm crease. His tongue never missed a
stroke inside Cooper's mouth; teasing the tip, and then thrusting into the back of his throat.“Oh,
God, I could come from this,” Cooper panted, his forehead dropping to the bend of Jayson's
shoulder.“Me, too,” Jayson said. The head of his cock slid through a smear of pre-come on
Cooper's stomach and Jayson arched. He tipped his hips and kept aiming for the wet spot.
Jayson wet his middle finger then pushed it further into Cooper's crease. He found the puckered
entrance and teased the opening, feeling it relaxing to take him inside. The thought of sticking
his cock in there was too much. His hips started rocking with more intent. His lips found
Cooper's neck, kissed, then sucked the skin.Jayson's hips found a steady rhythm, rocking
against Cooper's cock. Hot panting breaths and searing kisses seemed to run on forever.
Cooper was nearly out of his mind from the pleasure of Jayson's mouth and that long finger
probing his hole. He wanted more from Jayson but knew he wasn't going to last much
longer.“Fuck! I'm gonna come,” Jayson said, and shot off between them. A second later,
Cooper tensed and climaxed, too. Jayson held Cooper until their breathing calmed a bit, then
tipped his head to take another kiss.“Lay down,” Cooper said. He watched Jayson climb onto
the bed and turn onto his back. Cooper took a moment to drink in the sight of him, his legs
partially spread open, his cock still plump laying over on his hip, and that glorious pool of their
combined come sprayed all over his stomach. “Jesus, you’re beautiful. If you'd let me take a
picture, I would.”“Well, I won't, so forget about it,” Jayson said with a smirk. He lifted up to his
elbows and watched Cooper crawl up onto the bed and straddle his thighs.“No photos of you for
my spank bank?” Cooper teased. He dragged his fingers through the come on Jayson's
muscled stomach and lifted them to his mouth to taste.“Nope, you'll have to jerk-off with nothing
more to work with than memories,” Jayson said.Cooper leaned over him. “Memories work, too,”
Cooper said, and braced himself with stretched arms resting beside Jayson's arms. “It's unlikely
I'll forget one detail about you.” He licked at Jayson's lips, then slid his tongue inside.Jayson
could taste the sharp tang of their come on Cooper's tongue and his cock started hardening all
over again. “Holy Christ,” Jayson sighed. “You have no idea what you do to me.”“Maybe not, but
I know what you do to me – more specifically, what I'd like you to do to me.”“And, what's that?”
Jayson asked. He bent at the waist and lifted himself to nip at Cooper's lips. “I really want you to
fuck me,” Cooper said. “You game for that?”Jayson's fingers ran the length of Cooper's spine
and felt the man shiver from his touch. His cock was hard again and so was Cooper's. He could
feel it pulsing against his shaft. “Condoms?”“Fully stocked – just like the bar,” Cooper said. He
rolled off Jayson and reached for the bedside table. He opened up the drawer and pulled out a
foil packet and a tube of lubricant, then grabbed a handful of tissues. He cleaned the come from
Jayson's stomach first, then his own, before climbing back onto Jayson's lap. He handed the



lube to Jayson. “Stretch me,” he said. “You're too big to go all cowboy on me right
now.”“Cowboy?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, slamming into me like you're riding a bucking bronco,”
Cooper said.Jayson chuckled at Cooper's explanation and squirted the gel onto his fingers, then
slid his hand around Cooper's hip to find his crease. As the first finger pushed inside Cooper,
Jayson took Cooper's mouth. By the time Jayson added a second finger to Cooper's tight heat,
Cooper was panting.“Oh, God, Jay! Enough. I need your cock,” Cooper said.Jayson smiled at
the sound of his abbreviated name spilling from Cooper's mouth. Not too many people called
him that, but he had to say he liked hearing it from Cooper. He tore open the condom and rolled
it onto this cock, then looked up into Cooper's eyes.Big mistake.There was a mixture of so many
emotions swirling around in Cooper's pale blue eyes, Jayson wanted to drown in them. “Lift up,”
Jayson said quietly. He directed the tip of his cock to Cooper's entrance and sighed loudly when
Cooper began to sit down on him. Inch by inch, Cooper slowly took him inside; his eyes never
leaving Jayson's for a second. The rawness of the moment was etched on Cooper's flushed
face; his need, the emotion, it was all pouring out of him, and Jayson felt it, too.When he was
fully inside, Cooper bent forward and kissed Jayson. He lifted his hips slightly and sat back onto
Jayson's shaft. A strangled moan escaped both of them.“Fuck me, Jay. Remind me how good
this can feel.”Jayson thrust up and watched Cooper's face for signs of pain. All he saw was
bliss. He felt Cooper squeezing around him, making small circles with his hips on his downward
strokes. There was no way Jayson would last if Cooper kept that up. It felt too damn good. He
needed a distraction from the pleasure; anything to prolong this euphoria. He looked down at
Cooper's groin and saw the other two tattoos. A G-clef symbol was inked just to the inside of
each of his hip bones with a few musical notes in between.Cooper arched back and gripped
Jayson's shins. His cock was standing straight up; his balls snug to the root of it. Cooper was
close. Jayson could feel it inside and see the strain of the looming orgasm in every taut muscle
in Cooper's torso and thighs.“Jay, you feel so fucking good,” Cooper said, his head tipped back
over his shoulders.Jayson took Cooper's shaft in his hand and started pulling off slow strokes.
His other hand covered Cooper's pectoral muscle; his index finger and thumb lightly tugging on
the nipple piercing.“Pull on the hoops again and I'll come,” Cooper warned.Jayson tugged again
and felt Cooper's channel clamp around him. Cooper groaned loudly and started shooting all
over Jayson's chest. Seeing the ribbons of come spurting from Cooper's cock had Jayson close
to following him over the edge, but Cooper fell forward and grabbed his wrists and pushed them
above his head.Cooper's hands slid up over Jayson's open palms; fingers stretched against
fingers. “Did you come?” Cooper whispered against Jayson's mouth.“Not yet.”“Good,” Cooper
said. “Give me a minute and I'll be ready to go again.”Cooper took the kiss; owning it from the
first nip he gave to Jayson's bottom lip. He twined their fingers together and tightly held on to
Jayson's hands, keeping their arms stretched above his head. The kiss deepened with the
quicker thrusts Jayson gave to Cooper.An endless kiss and a perfect rhythm set by Jayson had
Cooper right on the edge again.“Oh, God, Jay! Keep rubbing that spot and don't stop!”Cooper
was staring down at him; chest to chest, keeping his hips still, while Jayson continued to hit that



magic spot over and over again. He saw Cooper's eyes glaze in ecstasy again and knew what
his internal strokes were doing to him.“Come with me,” Jayson demanded, looking up at him. He
gave Cooper three more quick thrusts and felt him tightening. “Now.”Jayson arched up when his
orgasm took him; the pleasure so powerful, he thought he'd pass out. He could feel the warm
release from Cooper shooting between them again and smiled. When the last tremor passed,
Cooper lay down on top of Jayson, settling his face into the bend of Jayson's neck. Their hands
were still clasped together above Jayson's head.Jayson felt it again; that twinge of something
foreign, fingers twined like long-standing lovers, the intimacy factor off the charts. He wondered
if Cooper was feeling it, too, then felt Cooper lift himself up and those intense eyes locked on
him. The moment was brief, but Jayson was nearly certain he saw it there, shimmering in the
amazing depths of Cooper's gaze.Holy. Fuck.Cooper rolled off of him and walked into the
adjoining bathroom. He came back with a hand towel dampened with warm water and began to
clean them up. Jayson watched Cooper's caring touch as he cleaned him, tenderly wiping the
towel across his stomach and groin. The action so pure and considerate; it turned Jayson's
insides soft. When Cooper was finished, he tossed the towel to the floor and laid down on his
back beside Jayson. They both stared at the ceiling in silence.Jayson was afraid to talk, for fear
he'd say something to ruin whatever it was floating between them. Then again, maybe he was
imagining the whole thing. Even more reason to keep his fucking mouth shut.Several long
moments passed, the only sound in the room being their mingled breaths as they slowed to
normal. Jayson finally took a chance and rolled his head to look at Cooper. Cooper's eyes were
down and he looked like he were sleeping. He wondered if he should get up and get dressed.
Maybe Cooper would want him to leave, now that the sex was over? If this truly were just a hook-
up, Jayson would already be half-dressed and on his way out the door. But this didn't feel like
that at all and Jayson didn't want to leave. Not yet. He wanted to talk. He wanted to hear what
was inside Cooper's head.What the hell is wrong with me?-0-Cooper felt Jayson's eyes on him
and opened his lids to see him staring at him from the opposite end of the pillow. He could see
the questions in his gaze; confusion, and even a bit of lust. He didn't know what to say or where
to start to properly articulate what it was going on between them. He was just as confused and
dumbfounded as Jayson appeared to be.“You okay?” Cooper asked.Jayson nodded, but
couldn't get his brain to formulate a complete sentence, at least one that would make sense.“I'm
hungry,” Cooper said. “I'll go get us something to eat.”That was a viable excuse, wasn't it? It
would get him out of the bedroom and away from having to deal with what he was feeling – or
what Jayson might be feeling. He knew it was the worst cop-out in the history of all cop-outs, but
right now Cooper didn't care that his actions made him look like a big pussy. He just wasn't
ready to face the man who had turned him inside out and made him feel things he'd never
expected to feel in his lifetime. Cooper needed time to catch his breath, get his head back on
straight, and see this for what it really was: a hook-up.Who the fuck are you trying to kid? This is
sooooo not a hook-up and you fucking know it!Cooper rolled off the bed and slipped into his
jeans. He zipped them halfway, and left the bedroom. He walked to the galley kitchen and



began removing the trays of food from the refrigerator and cabinets the flight attendant had left
for him. He stared at the food until his vision blurred; his hands gripping the edge of the counter-
top. There was something very different about being with Jayson; so different it made his head
spin, and his heart ache. But, what the fuck did it all mean? And, what the hell was he expected
to do about it?Cooper growled to himself for being such an idiot. He started placing the food
onto an etched glass tray the flight attendant had left out on the counter-top for him to use; all the
while rehearsing what he would say to Jayson when he got back in the bedroom. Once he had
everything he needed, he drew in a long breath and closed his eyes. He did his best to collect
himself, then started walking down the hallway.It was time to face the music – and Jayson.-0-
Cooper used his bare foot to kick open the bedroom door. Jayson was out of bed and slipping
back into his jeans. Cooper watched for a minute, then set the tray down onto the end of the
bed.“Are you leaving?” Cooper asked. A knot was forming in his stomach at an alarming rate.“I
don't know,” Jayson said with a shrug of one shoulder. “I wasn't sure if you wanted me to stay, or
how much time you had left to be here.”“I have as much time as I want,” Cooper said, trying not
to sound defensive. “And, I really was hoping you'd stay for a while. At least let me feed you
before you leave.” Cooper watched Jayson nod, then started pulling the lids off the plastic
containers. “Aren't you hungry?”“Yeah, I could eat something,” Jayson said, and a slow smile
began to lift his lips.Cooper looked up at Jayson and smirked at his comment. “I have something
for you to eat, but I'll save that for dessert – that is, if you're still interested,” Cooper said.Jayson
moved around the bed in two long strides and stood in front of Cooper; bare chest to bare chest.
His large hand clamped onto the side of Cooper's neck. Cooper flinched from the sudden
action. Jayson had a good three inches over Cooper and more muscle mass to his frame. He
could use his body to intimidate if he needed, but this time he just wanted to make his intentions
clear and for Cooper to hear him. Jayson's eyes turned dark as he stared down at Cooper's
breathtaking pale blue iris's. Cooper's breath was coming fast, as Jayson's thumb pad skimmed
over Cooper's bottom lip. The soft touch to Cooper's lips was a nice contradiction to the grip
Jayson had on his neck and Jayson felt Cooper shiver.“Make no mistake,” Jayson said. “I'm
interested.”Cooper pressed his hand against the warm skin on Jayson's chest. He watched his
fingers fan through the soft swirls of dark hair covering the pectoral muscle, then his eyes lifted
to Jayson's. “I'm happy to hear that,” he said with quiet resolve.In some weird way, it felt like they
had reached some sort of agreement. It seemed to settle something between them, but Jayson
still had many questions for Cooper and he was hoping he'd find his balls to ask Cooper while
they ate.“Do you like shellfish?” Cooper asked.“I live at the ocean,” Jayson smiled. “I like any
kind of seafood.”Cooper's mouth tipped up in a boyish grin. “I figured as much,” he said. “But,
just in case, I had the caterers throw in some grilled steak tips and marinated chicken,
too.”Jayson's mouth began to water, as he eyed all the delicious selections of food Cooper was
laying out for them to eat. There was a mound of colossal-sized cooked shrimp and cocktail
sauce, chunks of lobster tail meat on toothpicks, the steak tips, and marinated chicken strips.
He watched Cooper take a shrimp, dip it into the cocktail sauce, then lifted it to Jayson's mouth.



With his eyes locked on Cooper's, Jayson parted his lips and allowed Cooper to slide the wide
end of the shrimp between his lips.Cooper's gaze lifted to Jayson's eyes. Heat pulsed between
them, dilating their pupils and swirling the length of their spines. Cooper was the first to look
away and stared at Jayson's mouth; watching him as he took a bite of the shrimp and start to
chew. Watching Jayson's mouth moving and the sounds of satisfaction radiating from this throat
made Cooper's cock begin to stir with renewed interest.“Your moans are making me hard again,”
Cooper said, offering another bite of shrimp to Jayson.Jayson chewed the shrimp piece; his
large hand cupped Cooper's groin and lightly squeezed. “Feels like you're getting dessert ready
for me.”Cooper laughed and climbed up onto the bed and Jayson followed, resting against the
pillows propped up at the wall. Cooper pulled the food tray closer and handed Jayson a large
chunk of cooked lobster tail meat. Jayson popped it into his mouth and moaned again.“This is
so damn good,” Jayson said. “I swear I could eat lobster anytime of the day; including for
breakfast.”Chapter TwoCooper smiled at himself. He had another chance to be with Jayson and
that made him very happy, but there was a spark of something else there, too. It was an emotion
he couldn't quite put his finger on; something foreign, but exciting all the same. He just couldn't
understand what it was about Jayson that pushed his buttons. He'd hooked-up with more
partners than he could count – or remember, and not one of them had gotten under his skin the
way Jayson had in such a short period of time. Now he was anxious to see if being with Jayson
again would feel as good as it had the first time. Or maybe the intensity he felt while with him for
the few hours they were together was nothing more than a fluke; never to be repeated.He took a
few days to consider how he'd go about seeing Jayson. He went through various scenarios in
his head; everything from picking him up at the airport and flying them somewhere else for
dinner, to simply having dinner on the Vineyard before he flew back to Los Angeles. Jayson had
mentioned their visit being a hook-up, and although Cooper would never turn down an
opportunity to touch or be touched by Jayson again, it wasn't the only thing he wanted from
Jayson. The idea of merely spending time with Jayson and talking was enough to get his heart
pumping and his palms sweaty. But, if Jayson was only looking for a physical relationship from
him, Cooper would go along with it just to be with him.Cooper's call mid-week to Jayson served
two purposes. He wanted to give Jayson a few days to think about what he'd like to do once
Cooper's plane arrived at the Martha's Vineyard airport, plus, he wanted to hear Jayson's voice
again. Simple as that. Cooper needed to hear it and feel the connection he felt with the man –
even if it was over the phone.“Hey, Jayson. It's Cooper. How's your week going?” Cooper
asked.“Not bad,” Jayson said. “My crew is finishing up a garage job, so I've been pretty busy
with that.”“Can you talk for a minute, or do you want me to call back?” Cooper asked.“No, I can
talk,” Jayson said. “What's up?” Jayson was just about to leave work for the day. He waved to a
couple of co-workers and hopped up into the driver's seat of his truck.“Still want to see me
again?” Cooper asked.“Sure, why not?” Jayson said.“Do you already have plans for Saturday
night?” Cooper asked.“Nope, not yet,” Jayson said. “Are you still flying out?”“That's the plan,”
Cooper said. “I have a meeting with the people at Zildjian Cymbals. They want me to endorse a



new product and I won't attach my name to anything unless I believe in it.”“Understandable,”
Jayson said. “When is the meeting?”“Sunday afternoon,” Cooper said. “Their headquarters is in
Norwell, Massachusetts; not too far from Logan airport, so I'll land there, then drive down to
Norwell. I'd really like to see you first on Saturday, though, if that works for you.”“I'll make a point
of it,” Jayson said. “What time will you be here?”“Late afternoon,” Cooper said. “We can fly
somewhere else for dinner, if you want, or have dinner in town or on the plane. I'll leave that
decision to you.”What Jayson really wanted to know was how long Cooper would be with him;
would he be staying on the Vineyard for the night or flying on to Boston right after having dinner
with him? He shrugged off the tug of uncertainty gnawing at his gut. After all, he wasn't stupid to
how these things worked. Cooper had an itch, and for whatever reason, he wanted Jayson to
scratch it.-0-Jayson wasn't sure how he finished off the work week. It was a blur to him, but as
long as he didn't fuck up anything at work, he was happy. Saturday came and he did his best to
keep busy, doing paperwork, chores, and even mowed the lawn; although it didn't really need it.
Every time his phone rang, he nearly jumped out of his skin.At four o'clock Cooper finally
called.“We'll be landing in thirty minutes,” Cooper said. “We're tying down in front of the
executive entrance. Go into the office and ask for Bert Thompkins. He'll bring you out to the
plane.”“Got it,” Jayson said. “I'll see you soon.”Jayson jumped into the shower, dressed and was
out the door in fifteen minutes. He drove to the airport, walked into the office Cooper had
specified and asked for Bert Thompkins. He didn't like the once-over glance the man gave to
him from behind the desk counter, but he wasn't about to question the guy about it. He merely
wanted to get out on the tarmac to Cooper's plane as fast as possible.“What's your name?” Bert
asked.“Jayson Keller.”“Can I see some identification, please?” Bert asked.Jayson passed his
license to Bert and watched as he checked his clip board. Jayson signed the special login sheet
and waited while Bert came around the counter and walked toward the door opening to the
airplane tie-down area. Several single engine planes sat to the left and to the right, three sleek
executive jets waited. Bert directed him to the jet in the middle; the smaller of the three, and the
only jet with the stairwell opened and resting down against the tarmac.“You can go on up,” Bert
said, pointing to the stairs.Jayson glanced at the stairs and then at Bert. He was so nervous;
unsure of every aspect of this evening, even questioning the depth of his need to see Cooper
again at all. Movement at the top of stairs caught Jayson's attention. He turned to see Cooper
standing in the open doorway of the jet, his hands stuffed into the front pockets of a faded pair of
jeans and a white, v-neck t-shirt stretched across his chest. Every last doubt Jayson had
disappeared with the wave Cooper gave to him and the sexy smile inviting him inside the
plane.Jayson's stomach did a flip-flop when he saw him; standing there looking deliciously
relaxed. His eyes did a quick scan of Cooper. The breeze blowing down the tarmac moved the
long, blond waves around his head, a killer smile lifted his lips, narrow waist, firm thighs; Cooper
was a beautiful package that Jayson was suddenly very eager to unwrap. Without further
thought, he walked up the stairs toward Cooper. As soon as he stepped inside the passenger
cabin, Cooper embraced him.“Good to see you,” Cooper said beside Jayson's ear.“You too,”



Jayson said. He pulled back slowly and met Cooper's gaze.Footsteps behind Jayson stopped
his urge to kiss Cooper. Instead he stepped away and turned to face the woman approaching
them in the center aisle. Cooper's hand pressed into the firm muscles of Jayson's his
chest.“Would you like to eat here, fly somewhere else, or go in to town?” Cooper asked.“How
long do you have?” Jayson asked.“A few hours.”“Then, let’s stay here,” Jayson said.Cooper
nodded and his grin widened. “Give me a minute,” Cooper said. He stepped around Jayson and
walked with the woman to the galley kitchen.Jayson watched them talking and saw the woman
pointing out various cabinets, then she finally exited the plane and Cooper shut the door behind
her. He came back to Jayson; his smile growing with each step. He looked – primal; hungry, like
an animal considering his prey.“Everything okay?” Jayson asked.Cooper stood in front of Jayson
and their eyes met. “Everything is great,” Cooper said. “The food is ready for us to eat or we can
start with a drink.”“Do you have beer?” Jayson asked.Cooper tipped his head and rolled his
eyes. “We're fully stocked. Open that refrigerator and help yourself. I'm gonna make myself a
drink.”Jayson pulled out an imported beer and popped the top with the opener sitting on the
counter. He turned to look down the aisle of the plane. Half a dozen plush leather seats sat on
one side of the plane. The opposite side had a small sitting area with a table in the center,
looking like a comfortable place to hold a meeting. The back of the plane was hidden behind a
wall with two doors, one at each end of the wall.“What's back there?” Jayson asked
Cooper.“Bedroom and a bath,” Cooper said, stepping closer to Jayson. “There's another
bathroom next to where you came inside.”“Is this yours?” Jayson asked.“The jet? No, but the
band leases it quite a bit,” Cooper said.“I've never seen anything like it,” Jayson said. “I've only
flown commercial.”Cooper nodded and sipped the clear liquid in his glass. He watched Jayson's
eyes darting around the passenger cabin. He seemed nervous; edgy, just like he felt, and
smiled at that. It was nice to think Jayson might be nervous, too.“Is the flight attendant coming
back?” Jayson asked.“Not anytime soon,” Cooper said. “She and the pilots have gone to get
dinner, so we're alone until I call and tell them differently.”Jayson nodded and drank from his
beer bottle.“I'm glad you agreed to see me,” Cooper said.Jayson's eyes came back to Cooper.
“Did you think I'd say no?”“I had no idea,” Cooper said. “After you left Alex's party early, I wasn't
sure you were interested in seeing me again.”Jayson smiled at that comment and rubbed at the
stubble on his chin. “Yeah, that,” he said with a soft chuckle. “It was getting late and you looked
busy. I wasn't sure your invitation was serious and I didn't want to hang around like a fan-boy
assuming anything. I left a message for you with Chase. Didn't he tell you?”Cooper sipped his
drink again. “Chase mentioned you'd left,” Cooper said. “I was just surprised and, if I were to be
totally honest, a little … disappointed.”One eyebrow lifted on Jayson. The idea Cooper would be
disappointed he had left Alex's party shocked him. Why would Cooper give a shit? “I was
surprised to get your phone call,” Jayson said. “I didn't expect to hear from you again.”Cooper
set his drink down on the table in the office area, then stepped closer to Jayson. “You didn't
think I was interested in seeing you again and I didn't think you wanted to see me. I guess that
makes us even,” Cooper said.Each of Cooper's words pushed warm breaths over Jayson's face.



Jayson could smell the tequila and wanted to taste it off of Cooper's lips and tongue. The
thought of sucking on Cooper's tongue again had his cock lifting inside his jeans. A heartbeat
later, Cooper cupped Jayson's face in his hands and pulled him in for a kiss. It was slow, steamy
and sensual and Jayson was swept away.“Any man that kisses as good as you, I'm very
interested in seeing again,” Cooper said, his mouth opened to Jayson and took another kiss, this
one more demanding. His hands slid around Jayson's shoulders, pulling him closer.Jayson
circled Cooper's waist with one arm and held him in place. He carefully set down his beer bottle
onto the table, without losing the hold he had on Cooper's mouth. Once he had the other hand
free, it lifted to the back of Cooper's head. He needed to feel the soft, wavy strands wrapped
around his long fingers again and hold his mouth tight to his.“Holy fuck, I've missed your mouth,”
Cooper sighed, rubbing his lips to Jayson's.“I was thinking the same,” Jayson said.Cooper stole
one more kiss, then moved his mouth to Jayson's neck; sucking the skin below his ear. “Wanna
see the bedroom?” He whispered.“I was beginning to think you weren't going to ask,” Jayson
said.“Smart ass,” Cooper said. He grabbed Jayson's hand and tugged him down the aisle
toward the back of the plane. He opened up the door and pulled Jayson inside, before shutting
and locking the door.Jayson heard the lock engage and turned to Cooper. “Is the lock to keep
me in or others out?”Cooper chuckled. “Both. But, I'm hoping restraining you won't be
necessary – unless you're into that sort of thing, then I'm happy to oblige.”Jayson smiled and
glanced around the small room; the bed occupied most of it. A dresser was built into the wall, as
was what looked to be a closet. Two small, rectangular windows were on the outside wall with
the shades pulled down for privacy. The only other pieces of furniture in the room were a chair
sitting on one side of the bed and a small end table on the other side. Jayson's eyes stopped on
the bed. It looked queen-sized with a thick white comforter and four rectangular pillows covered
in white cases propped against the rear wall, creating a headboard.“You okay?” Cooper asked,
and ran his fingers down the length of Jayson's forearm.“Yeah, fine,” Jayson said, and pressed
himself against Cooper. Damn! He really liked this guy, loved his playful nature, and the way he
made him feel off-kilter and slightly out of control. Cooper was a pure rush of adrenaline straight
to the heart – and to his cock.Cooper tugged at the hem of Jayson's t-shirt, pulling it from the
waistband of his jeans. “I need to see more of you,” Cooper said. “Is that okay?”Jayson nodded
and lifted his arms above his head, allowing Cooper to remove his shirt. Soon as the shirt hit the
seat of the chair, Cooper's lips were on his collar bone; his hands fanning over his pectorals,
then skimming down his sides, rolling over each bump of rib beneath his skin. The touch was
making Jayson ache with need. He felt Cooper's tongue licking at the hollow at the base of his
throat and closed his eyes. Cooper slowly nibbled his way up the length of Jayson's throat, then
sucked at the soft spot beneath his whiskered chin.“Jesus, that feels good,” Jayson
whispered.Cooper came up for air and leaned back in Jayson's embrace. His eyes canvassed
Jayson's chest and down to his waist. “No tattoos?”“Nope, I haven't seen a design I've wanted
to commit to for life,” Jayson said.“Yeah, I get that,” Cooper said. “I've got a bunch of ink and a
few piercings, too.” He reached behind his head and tugged off his own shirt, tossing it on top of



Jayson's.“I remember the piercing in your nipple,” Jayson said, his fingers reaching to touch the
tiny hoops. “But, I didn't realize you had both done.”“It made sense to have a matching set,”
Cooper said, then moaned when Jayson lightly tugged on them. “Oh, fuck. I love that.”“I
remember that, too,” Jayson said. He grinned at Cooper, then his gaze dropped to the piercings
and the inked designs above. Jayson let go of the hoops and traced the tattoos with his
fingertips. He saw a set of crossed drumsticks and cymbals on left pectoral, the initials I. T. inked
on his breastbone and the name Casey and some numbers on the right pectoral. His eyes
darted lower and he saw more ink partially exposed above the waistband of Cooper's jeans, but
couldn't quite make out what it was from this angle.“What do they mean?” Jayson asked, his
fingers fanning over Cooper's right pectoral. “Or, is that too personal?”“I. T. are the initials for my
band. The drumsticks are obvious,” Cooper said, then he covered Jayson's hand on his right
breast. “I had a twin brother named Casey. He died a few months after we were born. That's
our birth date and the day he passed away.”“Oh, wow. I'm sorry,” Jayson said.Cooper shrugged.
“I don't remember him, obviously, but I can still feel him. Probably that weird twin connection or
something.”Cooper started working on the button of Jayson's pants. He watched his fingers
lower the zipper, then spread open the flaps of fabric. Jayson groaned when Cooper's hand slid
inside and cupped him through his boxer briefs.“I remember this quite well,” Cooper said, his
gaze lifting to meet Jayson's. “Every delicious inch.” He started to smile at Jayson, but the heat
he saw smoldering in Jayson's eyes took his breath away. They needed to be naked.
Immediately.Cooper pushed the jeans from Jayson's hips and went to work on his own, while
Jayson toed off his shoes and discarded the rest of his clothes. After kicking the garments away
with his foot, Jayson started helping Cooper shed his clothes. A beat later, Jayson pulled
Cooper to him and covered his mouth. He rubbed his cock alongside Cooper's and both of them
moaned.Jayson's hands cupped Cooper's ass cheeks and squeezed the muscled globes,
pulled them apart, and let his fingers slip into the warm crease. His tongue never missed a
stroke inside Cooper's mouth; teasing the tip, and then thrusting into the back of his throat.“Oh,
God, I could come from this,” Cooper panted, his forehead dropping to the bend of Jayson's
shoulder.“Me, too,” Jayson said. The head of his cock slid through a smear of pre-come on
Cooper's stomach and Jayson arched. He tipped his hips and kept aiming for the wet spot.
Jayson wet his middle finger then pushed it further into Cooper's crease. He found the puckered
entrance and teased the opening, feeling it relaxing to take him inside. The thought of sticking
his cock in there was too much. His hips started rocking with more intent. His lips found
Cooper's neck, kissed, then sucked the skin.Jayson's hips found a steady rhythm, rocking
against Cooper's cock. Hot panting breaths and searing kisses seemed to run on forever.
Cooper was nearly out of his mind from the pleasure of Jayson's mouth and that long finger
probing his hole. He wanted more from Jayson but knew he wasn't going to last much
longer.“Fuck! I'm gonna come,” Jayson said, and shot off between them. A second later,
Cooper tensed and climaxed, too. Jayson held Cooper until their breathing calmed a bit, then
tipped his head to take another kiss.“Lay down,” Cooper said. He watched Jayson climb onto



the bed and turn onto his back. Cooper took a moment to drink in the sight of him, his legs
partially spread open, his cock still plump laying over on his hip, and that glorious pool of their
combined come sprayed all over his stomach. “Jesus, you’re beautiful. If you'd let me take a
picture, I would.”“Well, I won't, so forget about it,” Jayson said with a smirk. He lifted up to his
elbows and watched Cooper crawl up onto the bed and straddle his thighs.“No photos of you for
my spank bank?” Cooper teased. He dragged his fingers through the come on Jayson's
muscled stomach and lifted them to his mouth to taste.“Nope, you'll have to jerk-off with nothing
more to work with than memories,” Jayson said.Cooper leaned over him. “Memories work, too,”
Cooper said, and braced himself with stretched arms resting beside Jayson's arms. “It's unlikely
I'll forget one detail about you.” He licked at Jayson's lips, then slid his tongue inside.Jayson
could taste the sharp tang of their come on Cooper's tongue and his cock started hardening all
over again. “Holy Christ,” Jayson sighed. “You have no idea what you do to me.”“Maybe not, but
I know what you do to me – more specifically, what I'd like you to do to me.”“And, what's that?”
Jayson asked. He bent at the waist and lifted himself to nip at Cooper's lips. “I really want you to
fuck me,” Cooper said. “You game for that?”Jayson's fingers ran the length of Cooper's spine
and felt the man shiver from his touch. His cock was hard again and so was Cooper's. He could
feel it pulsing against his shaft. “Condoms?”“Fully stocked – just like the bar,” Cooper said. He
rolled off Jayson and reached for the bedside table. He opened up the drawer and pulled out a
foil packet and a tube of lubricant, then grabbed a handful of tissues. He cleaned the come from
Jayson's stomach first, then his own, before climbing back onto Jayson's lap. He handed the
lube to Jayson. “Stretch me,” he said. “You're too big to go all cowboy on me right
now.”“Cowboy?” Jayson asked.“Yeah, slamming into me like you're riding a bucking bronco,”
Cooper said.Jayson chuckled at Cooper's explanation and squirted the gel onto his fingers, then
slid his hand around Cooper's hip to find his crease. As the first finger pushed inside Cooper,
Jayson took Cooper's mouth. By the time Jayson added a second finger to Cooper's tight heat,
Cooper was panting.“Oh, God, Jay! Enough. I need your cock,” Cooper said.Jayson smiled at
the sound of his abbreviated name spilling from Cooper's mouth. Not too many people called
him that, but he had to say he liked hearing it from Cooper. He tore open the condom and rolled
it onto this cock, then looked up into Cooper's eyes.Big mistake.There was a mixture of so many
emotions swirling around in Cooper's pale blue eyes, Jayson wanted to drown in them. “Lift up,”
Jayson said quietly. He directed the tip of his cock to Cooper's entrance and sighed loudly when
Cooper began to sit down on him. Inch by inch, Cooper slowly took him inside; his eyes never
leaving Jayson's for a second. The rawness of the moment was etched on Cooper's flushed
face; his need, the emotion, it was all pouring out of him, and Jayson felt it, too.When he was
fully inside, Cooper bent forward and kissed Jayson. He lifted his hips slightly and sat back onto
Jayson's shaft. A strangled moan escaped both of them.“Fuck me, Jay. Remind me how good
this can feel.”Jayson thrust up and watched Cooper's face for signs of pain. All he saw was
bliss. He felt Cooper squeezing around him, making small circles with his hips on his downward
strokes. There was no way Jayson would last if Cooper kept that up. It felt too damn good. He



needed a distraction from the pleasure; anything to prolong this euphoria. He looked down at
Cooper's groin and saw the other two tattoos. A G-clef symbol was inked just to the inside of
each of his hip bones with a few musical notes in between.Cooper arched back and gripped
Jayson's shins. His cock was standing straight up; his balls snug to the root of it. Cooper was
close. Jayson could feel it inside and see the strain of the looming orgasm in every taut muscle
in Cooper's torso and thighs.“Jay, you feel so fucking good,” Cooper said, his head tipped back
over his shoulders.Jayson took Cooper's shaft in his hand and started pulling off slow strokes.
His other hand covered Cooper's pectoral muscle; his index finger and thumb lightly tugging on
the nipple piercing.“Pull on the hoops again and I'll come,” Cooper warned.Jayson tugged again
and felt Cooper's channel clamp around him. Cooper groaned loudly and started shooting all
over Jayson's chest. Seeing the ribbons of come spurting from Cooper's cock had Jayson close
to following him over the edge, but Cooper fell forward and grabbed his wrists and pushed them
above his head.Cooper's hands slid up over Jayson's open palms; fingers stretched against
fingers. “Did you come?” Cooper whispered against Jayson's mouth.“Not yet.”“Good,” Cooper
said. “Give me a minute and I'll be ready to go again.”Cooper took the kiss; owning it from the
first nip he gave to Jayson's bottom lip. He twined their fingers together and tightly held on to
Jayson's hands, keeping their arms stretched above his head. The kiss deepened with the
quicker thrusts Jayson gave to Cooper.An endless kiss and a perfect rhythm set by Jayson had
Cooper right on the edge again.“Oh, God, Jay! Keep rubbing that spot and don't stop!”Cooper
was staring down at him; chest to chest, keeping his hips still, while Jayson continued to hit that
magic spot over and over again. He saw Cooper's eyes glaze in ecstasy again and knew what
his internal strokes were doing to him.“Come with me,” Jayson demanded, looking up at him. He
gave Cooper three more quick thrusts and felt him tightening. “Now.”Jayson arched up when his
orgasm took him; the pleasure so powerful, he thought he'd pass out. He could feel the warm
release from Cooper shooting between them again and smiled. When the last tremor passed,
Cooper lay down on top of Jayson, settling his face into the bend of Jayson's neck. Their hands
were still clasped together above Jayson's head.Jayson felt it again; that twinge of something
foreign, fingers twined like long-standing lovers, the intimacy factor off the charts. He wondered
if Cooper was feeling it, too, then felt Cooper lift himself up and those intense eyes locked on
him. The moment was brief, but Jayson was nearly certain he saw it there, shimmering in the
amazing depths of Cooper's gaze.Holy. Fuck.Cooper rolled off of him and walked into the
adjoining bathroom. He came back with a hand towel dampened with warm water and began to
clean them up. Jayson watched Cooper's caring touch as he cleaned him, tenderly wiping the
towel across his stomach and groin. The action so pure and considerate; it turned Jayson's
insides soft. When Cooper was finished, he tossed the towel to the floor and laid down on his
back beside Jayson. They both stared at the ceiling in silence.Jayson was afraid to talk, for fear
he'd say something to ruin whatever it was floating between them. Then again, maybe he was
imagining the whole thing. Even more reason to keep his fucking mouth shut.Several long
moments passed, the only sound in the room being their mingled breaths as they slowed to



normal. Jayson finally took a chance and rolled his head to look at Cooper. Cooper's eyes were
down and he looked like he were sleeping. He wondered if he should get up and get dressed.
Maybe Cooper would want him to leave, now that the sex was over? If this truly were just a hook-
up, Jayson would already be half-dressed and on his way out the door. But this didn't feel like
that at all and Jayson didn't want to leave. Not yet. He wanted to talk. He wanted to hear what
was inside Cooper's head.What the hell is wrong with me?-0-Cooper felt Jayson's eyes on him
and opened his lids to see him staring at him from the opposite end of the pillow. He could see
the questions in his gaze; confusion, and even a bit of lust. He didn't know what to say or where
to start to properly articulate what it was going on between them. He was just as confused and
dumbfounded as Jayson appeared to be.“You okay?” Cooper asked.Jayson nodded, but
couldn't get his brain to formulate a complete sentence, at least one that would make sense.“I'm
hungry,” Cooper said. “I'll go get us something to eat.”That was a viable excuse, wasn't it? It
would get him out of the bedroom and away from having to deal with what he was feeling – or
what Jayson might be feeling. He knew it was the worst cop-out in the history of all cop-outs, but
right now Cooper didn't care that his actions made him look like a big pussy. He just wasn't
ready to face the man who had turned him inside out and made him feel things he'd never
expected to feel in his lifetime. Cooper needed time to catch his breath, get his head back on
straight, and see this for what it really was: a hook-up.Who the fuck are you trying to kid? This is
sooooo not a hook-up and you fucking know it!Cooper rolled off the bed and slipped into his
jeans. He zipped them halfway, and left the bedroom. He walked to the galley kitchen and
began removing the trays of food from the refrigerator and cabinets the flight attendant had left
for him. He stared at the food until his vision blurred; his hands gripping the edge of the counter-
top. There was something very different about being with Jayson; so different it made his head
spin, and his heart ache. But, what the fuck did it all mean? And, what the hell was he expected
to do about it?Cooper growled to himself for being such an idiot. He started placing the food
onto an etched glass tray the flight attendant had left out on the counter-top for him to use; all the
while rehearsing what he would say to Jayson when he got back in the bedroom. Once he had
everything he needed, he drew in a long breath and closed his eyes. He did his best to collect
himself, then started walking down the hallway.It was time to face the music – and Jayson.-0-
Cooper used his bare foot to kick open the bedroom door. Jayson was out of bed and slipping
back into his jeans. Cooper watched for a minute, then set the tray down onto the end of the
bed.“Are you leaving?” Cooper asked. A knot was forming in his stomach at an alarming rate.“I
don't know,” Jayson said with a shrug of one shoulder. “I wasn't sure if you wanted me to stay, or
how much time you had left to be here.”“I have as much time as I want,” Cooper said, trying not
to sound defensive. “And, I really was hoping you'd stay for a while. At least let me feed you
before you leave.” Cooper watched Jayson nod, then started pulling the lids off the plastic
containers. “Aren't you hungry?”“Yeah, I could eat something,” Jayson said, and a slow smile
began to lift his lips.Cooper looked up at Jayson and smirked at his comment. “I have something
for you to eat, but I'll save that for dessert – that is, if you're still interested,” Cooper said.Jayson



moved around the bed in two long strides and stood in front of Cooper; bare chest to bare chest.
His large hand clamped onto the side of Cooper's neck. Cooper flinched from the sudden
action. Jayson had a good three inches over Cooper and more muscle mass to his frame. He
could use his body to intimidate if he needed, but this time he just wanted to make his intentions
clear and for Cooper to hear him. Jayson's eyes turned dark as he stared down at Cooper's
breathtaking pale blue iris's. Cooper's breath was coming fast, as Jayson's thumb pad skimmed
over Cooper's bottom lip. The soft touch to Cooper's lips was a nice contradiction to the grip
Jayson had on his neck and Jayson felt Cooper shiver.“Make no mistake,” Jayson said. “I'm
interested.”Cooper pressed his hand against the warm skin on Jayson's chest. He watched his
fingers fan through the soft swirls of dark hair covering the pectoral muscle, then his eyes lifted
to Jayson's. “I'm happy to hear that,” he said with quiet resolve.In some weird way, it felt like they
had reached some sort of agreement. It seemed to settle something between them, but Jayson
still had many questions for Cooper and he was hoping he'd find his balls to ask Cooper while
they ate.“Do you like shellfish?” Cooper asked.“I live at the ocean,” Jayson smiled. “I like any
kind of seafood.”Cooper's mouth tipped up in a boyish grin. “I figured as much,” he said. “But,
just in case, I had the caterers throw in some grilled steak tips and marinated chicken,
too.”Jayson's mouth began to water, as he eyed all the delicious selections of food Cooper was
laying out for them to eat. There was a mound of colossal-sized cooked shrimp and cocktail
sauce, chunks of lobster tail meat on toothpicks, the steak tips, and marinated chicken strips.
He watched Cooper take a shrimp, dip it into the cocktail sauce, then lifted it to Jayson's mouth.
With his eyes locked on Cooper's, Jayson parted his lips and allowed Cooper to slide the wide
end of the shrimp between his lips.Cooper's gaze lifted to Jayson's eyes. Heat pulsed between
them, dilating their pupils and swirling the length of their spines. Cooper was the first to look
away and stared at Jayson's mouth; watching him as he took a bite of the shrimp and start to
chew. Watching Jayson's mouth moving and the sounds of satisfaction radiating from this throat
made Cooper's cock begin to stir with renewed interest.“Your moans are making me hard again,”
Cooper said, offering another bite of shrimp to Jayson.Jayson chewed the shrimp piece; his
large hand cupped Cooper's groin and lightly squeezed. “Feels like you're getting dessert ready
for me.”Cooper laughed and climbed up onto the bed and Jayson followed, resting against the
pillows propped up at the wall. Cooper pulled the food tray closer and handed Jayson a large
chunk of cooked lobster tail meat. Jayson popped it into his mouth and moaned again.“This is
so damn good,” Jayson said. “I swear I could eat lobster anytime of the day; including for
breakfast.”
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Sammie's Book Blog, “3.5-4 stars. Kind of forever... First of all I really, really loved Cooper and
Jayson. I loved the whole gay rock star. I have read m&m books, but none have been with a rock
star. So that was new and I loved it. I felt the connection they had on the beach, but I felt things
move a little too fast, but again, he IS a rock star, so I imagine dating or having a relationship with
a rock star you have to have a fast paced relationship, especially living so far from each other.I
also felt the story was WAY too long, I felt lots of stuff was not necessary and felt some parts
were skimmed over that I wanted to see more of. Some stuff was boring and ragged on and I felt
if it was a tiny bit shorter, especially since not THAT much happens, a lot of sex , that it would of
been a five star for me. I loved the story, the relationship, the commitment, change, trust, I loved
the struggles they go through and all the other side stories. I have never read any of the books
before this, I see there is more before this and I will need to read them to get some background
on some of the characters that are on the journey with Cooper and Jayson. Again, I loved the
story line and really loved the characters, just felt a lot was not needed and too long and some
answers were not answered for me, like Jayson's brother Eric, soo many questions. I hope he or
Wheland get their own stories. I will read more from this author in the future and going to read
other members books as well.A must read for sure! and VERY hot and sweet. These two are
adorable and funny!"Give it all to me, Jay; every last bit of love you have and I will treasure it - like
I treasure you."”

Rebecca Edwards, “5 Stars Isn't Enough For This Book. I can't praise Ann or her series The
Rock Gods enough. This has to be by far one of the best M/M series I've ever had the pleasure
of reading. Ann doesn't just write a story she brings it to life. From the story lines that captivate
you to the characters that pull you in each book feels like coming home to family. This time we
visit Cooper Rand and Jayson Keller's story.Cooper and Jayson first met in Take What You Want
(The Rock Gods #2) where they had instant chemistry. Both of these men in the past have
hooked up with both men and women in the past but now they are only involved with men.
Neither Cooper or Jayson have ever been in a relationship before. They start off as hook ups but
then emotions become involved. Emotions that were already there just not being
acknowledged. Cooper and Jayson have many obstacles to overcome if they want to reach a
place of happiness, love, and contentment in their relationship.One of my favorite things about
this series is that we also get to catch up on what's going on in the lives of the characters from
the previous books. If you haven't read this book yet I recommend doing so now. You will be
blown away by this love story. Though this book can be read as a stand alone I do recommend
reading Fall For Me (The Rock Gods #1) and Take What You Want (The Rock Gods #2) first.
This way you will be better acquainted with some of the characters.Thanks Ann for another
fabulous story.  I can't wait for Wheland's story and my next trip home.  ”



Joanne, “he's the fun guy to be around. Rock God, Cooper Rand. What can I tell you about this
man? He is irresistible for starters, he's the fun guy to be around. His partying lifestyle is lively to
say the least but there does become a time in everyone's life when they start to think about
more. Until Cooper met Jayson the word 'more' didn't even enter his vocabulary.Jayson Keller is
Chase's best friend, you might have met him in book two 'Take What You Want' and if you
haven't, boy do you need to read that story. Jayson met Cooper at a party being hosted by the
awesome Alex who you can also read about in book two. They strike you a friendship, friends
with benefits some might say. God this book was hot, how the pages didn't burst into flames
while I was reading is a mystery because it certainly was too hot to handle.Cooper has had
endless hook ups, living the Rock Star lifestyle to it's fullest, partying, drinking, smoking, women,
men, totally not choosey. Him and Wheland liked to play around. When Cooper's way of thinking
starts to change, Wheland does not make it easy for him.Cooper and Jayson become real close
both thinking of a future but then unsure of what the other is thinking. Life has not been easy for
either of these guys and Jayson is still dealing with a lot. Cooper wants to be there for him when
things go bad but Jayson hasn't quite grasped the concept of being in a relationship yet.
Mistakes are made, people get hurt and only true love can survive.This was a passionate story
filled with love, friendship and some seriously HOT sex. Every time I read another book from the
Rock Gods series, I think, oh I love him and this is the best book by far but in reality they are all
amazing and I couldn't just choose one.This is a must read for all M/M Romances lovers,
nobody throws out passion like the Rock Gods.”

Tracy Shayler, “Beautifully Written, Gripping Storyline!!. After reading the first Two books in The
Rock Gods series it has felt like forever waiting for the Third book, Make You Mine to be
released.Ann Lister certainly does not hold back with her style of writing and somehow
manages to handle the most unconventional relationships with the dignity and respect they
deserve!This book focuses on cooper and Jayson, Two men who have never been in love and
are only used to hook up's with other men and the odd female.After their first meeting both
realise there is a attraction between them that neither can ignore, regardless to the fact they live
on different costs.Copper being the drummer for the rock band Ivory Tower makes meeting up
easier as he has the use of the bands private jet. From the next meeting the sexual tension
between them is huge and I did wonder if the book was going to be filled with too many pages of
sex for my liking. I could feel myself wanting to get back to the story line as I was already gripped
by these amazing characters!I don't want to give the storyline away as it is one that must be read
and savoured.The relationship that builds between Copper and Jayson is breathtaking they have
many obstacles to over come, including,learning to communicate plus their own insecurities.I
loved seeing the characters from the previous books it was exceptionally easy to slip straight
back into their world as if there had been no wait between books at all. This is down to the
authors incredible talent of character development, they become etched in your mind and heart
and there is no forgetting them!The tension in the storyline builds throughout and there is a few



parts where I could feel my emotions getting the better of me as there was lots of drama going
on with this loveable couple as well as other characters.I did realise the amount of sex in the
beginning of the book was paramount to the story, it gave me a better understanding towards the
characters lifestyles and certainly calmed down as the story took hold.Ann lister has written this
book beautifully, although there was lots going on the premises of the story was based on family
which certainly we learn does not have to be based on blood relatives!I absolutely loved this
book and am hoping the next in the series will be available soon as I am now rather sad to have
read the last page!Highly recommended!”

Rowan, “Oh Boy What A Choker. I must say this is one of the sweetest stories I've read in my
long while. Jayson is gay and in the closet and lives in a small town. While at a friends party he
meets Cooper the drummer of a band who is noted for being a player, never commiting and only
doing hook-ups, with male, female or a combination of both together. He and Jay get together on
the beach during the party, and seem it instantly hit it off. Being that neither has actually had a
solid relationship they both struggle to understand the feelings that are going on between them. I
love this sooo very much, it's romance and passion with capitals. Read it and do yourself of
favour”

MLM 66, “Fantastic..!!. I absolutely loved Make you Mine, well worth the wait, all the (Rock Gods)
have been fantastic Anne Lister doesn't disappoint that's for sure..!! The chemistry between
Cooper and Jayson was off the scale, I love how everything was portrayed, totally believable
brilliant story and journey. I loved all the characters, everything came together beautifully but not
without it's ups and downs. I have to say the ending was so lovely and I'm hoping we will get to
here Wheland's story next??”

FIFI, “Loved it!. Really enjoyed re-visiting these characters from the other books which I also
loved. The story is essentially a beautiful, romantic love story about 2 people finding each other
and finding out all about each other. Lots of hot sex and great conversation between the
characters that I found intimately engaging. Really hoping there will be another one to come.
Would highly recommend for a satisfying and well written read.”

The book by Ann Lister has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 208 people have provided feedback.
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